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FOREWORD

The Operational Safety Review Team (OSART) programme has become not only
the most visible service that the IAEA provides for Member States operating
and constructing nuclear power plants, but also an effective means of
promoting international co-operation for the enhancement of plant operational
safety. In order to maintain consistency in OSART reviews, OSART Guidelines
(set out in IAEA TECDOC-449) have been developed and used for several years.
These guidelines specify the objectives (goals) to be considered and the
assessments to be carried out in the various areas important to operational
safety. They are intended to ensure that the reviewing process is
comprehensive, not to set evaluation criteria by which actual performance can
be assessed. In most areas this is not necessary, because there is an
abundance of relevant published material and an apparent consensus among
experts.

There are, however, a limited number of areas which are only briefly
described in the guidelines despite their importance to operational safety.
Industrial safety is one area in which major development has occurred, or is
underway. Supplementary guidance and reference material is therefore needed
to help enure that OSART reviews are comprehensive and consistent in these
areas.

This document contains such guidance and reference material for the OSART
review of industrial safety practices in nuclear power plants. The
effectiveness of an individual safety programme may be measured by the efforts
made to assure the health and safety of workers, and by the results obtained
in minimizing health detriments and injuries. In addition to the concise
text, several annexes have been provided to illustrate excellent practices
found in various operating nuclear power plants. The document is intended to
support the reviewing activities of OSART missions, and it is hoped that it
will also support the general drive for excellence in industrial safety going
beyond regulatory requirements.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This document contains guidance and reference materials for Operational
Safety Review Team (OSART) experts, in addition to the OSART Guidelines
(TECDOC-449), for use in the review of industrial safety activities at nuclear
power plants. It sets out objectives for an excellent industrial safety
programme, and suggests investigations which should be made in evaluating
industrial safety programmes. The attributes of an excellent industrial
safety programme are listed as examples for comparison.

Practical hints for reviewing industrial safety are discussed, so that
the necessary information can be obtained effectively through a review of
documents and records, discussions with counterparts, and field observations.

There are several annexes. These deal with major features of industrial
safety programmes such as safety committees, reporting and investigation
systems and first aid and medical facilities. They include some examples
which are considered commendable.

The document should be taken into account not only when reviewing
management, organization and administration but also in the review of related
areas, such as maintenance and operations, so that all aspects of industrial
safety in an operating nuclear power plant are covered.

2. REVIEW OF THE INDUSTRIAL SAFETY PROGRAMME

Reference: IAEA, OSART Guidelines, Reference Document for IAEA
Operational Safety Review Teams, IAEA-TECDOC-449, Vienna
(1988).

Objectives
2.1 An industrial safety programme should be established and implemented to
ensure that all risks to personnel involved in plant activities are kept as
low as is reasonably achievable, taking social and economic factors into
account. The programme should cover the four main elements of management —
planning, organization, implementation and feedback. The means adopted to
fulfil these four elementary requirements should be structured systematically,
to ensure that the industrial safety goal can be achieved satisfactorily and
that results and experience can be reflected effectively in future planning.
The industrial safety programme should cover occupational health and safety in
the broadest sense.
2.2 The general objective of the industrial safety programme is to achieve an
acceptable standard of industrial safety for all personnel working at the
plant, including contractors' employees. This may be accomplished by managing
all risks resulting from or associated with the activities and operations of a
nuclear power plant effectively. An objective should also be to mitigate
health effects, and to minimise injuries or other detrimental effects
resulting from accidents.



2.3 To attain these general objectives, the industrial safety programme
should have a clear organizational structure identifying functions, the groups
and individuals responsible for them, and communication links. An adequate
degree of co-ordination with external organizations should be facilitated, and
clearly specified in relevant documents.

2.4 Accident data must be collected to enable detection and correction of any
abnormal condition which may have an impact on industrial safety. Analysis of
such data enables evaluation and improvement of the the overall effectiveness
of the industrial safety programme. One function of the industrial safety
programme should therefore be to collect, analyse and feed back accident
information. The function of data analysis should be clearly identified in
the industrial safety programme.

2.5 The basis for a nuclear power plant's industrial safety programme should
be clearly documented, and should be cross-referenced to relevant regulatory
requirements or codes. The plant's programme should demonstrate that
corporate requirements meet the broad objective of ensuring that acceptable
industrial safety performance is achieved.

2.6 To ensure that all procedures relating to industrial safety are properly
documented, there should be a clearly identified process for preparing,
revising and administering them. The process should include a means of
ensuring that the procedures are correct and comprehensible. Responsible
individuals should be identified for each function. The procedures should be
clear, identify what data to record, define acceptable performance criteria,
and define actions to be taken if accidents occur or hazardous conditions are
detected, including near misses.

2.7 There should be a master schedule for the industrial safety programme
which comprises activities such as safety committee meetings, and safety
patrols and campaigns. Changes in the production programme, e.g. planned
outages and operational tests, may significantly increase risks to personnel.
The schedule should therefore take into account features of the production
programme which may influence risk. Management of the schedule in this way
ensures that safety activities work effectively toward the achievement of
acceptable safety under various plant conditions.

2.8 To ensure that corrective action is taken before hazardous conditions
create an unacceptable risk to personnel, the industrial safety programme will
need to have a systematic method for evaluating and setting priorities for
corrective action. At the same time, the plant should be sufficiently
prepared to ensure that, after accidents or injuries, appropriate actions
including first aid and transportation to a local hospital are smoothly
implemented. The industrial safety programme should clearly separate health
and safety deficiencies from production reliability problems, if safety
priorities are not to be compromized by activities conducted to improve the
reliability of plant hardware.

2.9 Finally, the people involved are a key element in the success of an
industrial safety programme. Documents, procedures, and data are important to
the programme, but it is the people who make it work successfully. The people
involved should be qualified for their positions, understand their respective
duties and be aware of the importance of their contribution to the success of
the programme. Furthermore, personnel should want to be individually active
in ensuring a high standard of industrial safety in their plant. Through a
strong feeling of pride in and ownership of the industrial safety programme in
their plant the people will develop a "safety culture" that puts safety first
in every job they do. This results in truly excellent safety performance in
the plant.
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Preparatory work
2.10 Documents to be made available for review at the plant:

- Description of the industrial safety programme
Plant safety manual
Administrative procedures which define the plant organization, and
the roles and responsibilities of safety staff such as industrial
safety officer (engineer), safety training instructor, plant nurse
and rescue team

- Qualification of safety personnel
- Schedule for the industrial safety programme

- Selected safety procedures
- Legal and regulatory requirements

Evaluations that have been performed on data collected.

Investigations
2.11 The OSART should verify that an overall industrial safety programme
exists, encompassing auditing, testing and maintenance of safety equipment,
safety tours, accident data evaluation and corrective action. The programme
should cover such items as safety policy, safety training, qualification of
personnel, safety testing of both equipment and people, maintenance of safety
equipment, hazardous chemical control, the safe condition of tools and
equipment, control of hazards to ensure personnel safety (permission or work
protection procedure), health and safety committees and their functions,
safety performance targets, rewards, reporting, health assessments,
performance audits, data collection, root cause analysis, and corrective
action. The programme should be complete and should encourage the development
of a sustainable positive safety culture.

2.12 The OSART should verify that there are appropriate organization charts
for the industrial safety programme. These should be clear and up to date,
and should identify specific functions and positions (individuals) responsible
for the functions. Individuals should be able to describe their roles and
responsibilities in a manner which demonstrates that their understanding of
their duties in the programme is consistent with those which are documented.
Safety is fundamentally a line responsibility. Staff safety groups should
support and co-ordinate line activities to improve safety. The duties and
interfaces of two groups — line and staff — should also be clearly defined.

2.13 For those industrial safety activities that require procedures, the OSART
should verify that there are administrative procedures to manage their
preparation, review, approval, revision and distribution. Documentation
should also identify the organizations and name positions (individuals)
responsible for these functions. To evaluate the control of safety
procedures, examine some samples and assess whether they are revised in a
timely manner and whether the documents are correct and comprehensible.

2.14 Verify that a scheduling document exists which defines the times at which
all important industrial safety activities are to be performed. Individuals
who are responsible for co-ordinating the scheduling of industrial safety



activities should be identified. The scheduling documents should include the
identification of potential conflicts between production schedules and
industrial safety activities, if any exist. The scheduling documents should
also be changed to take account of production schedule changes, because risk
will vary when activities such as annual overhaul and operational testing are
being carried out.

2.15 Verify that the appropriate industrial safety committees have been formed
and are meeting according to an approved schedule. Committee members should
be able to describe their roles and functions in a manner which is consistent
with those which are documented. The results of committee meetings should be
recorded and distributed to relevant sections so that improvements or changes
in programmes recommended by the committee can be smoothly implemented.

2.16 Verify that industrial safety audits are being carried out on a regular
basis. Audits should cover such items as housekeeping, permission (work
protection) system, procedure quality, verification that procedures are up to
date, safety training, and safety equipment inspection and maintenance.
Witness one or more audits. Review past audit records and check to see
whether the recommendations made have been appropriately incorporated into
current practice.

2.17 Review selected industrial safety procedures to determine their
adequacy. In addition to clearly identifying the steps to be followed, the
safety procedures should also identify objectives, prerequisites, authorization
and any conflicting production activities which should be separated when they
are being carried out. Verify that each procedure requires appropriate
signatures to confirm that either important steps and/or the complete
procedure has been implemented. Each procedure should also contain clear
instructions for the recording of information obtained while it is being
implemented. Verify that the steps of selected procedures are clearly
understandable and are not encumbered by unnecessary detail.

2.18 Verify that accident data are reported, recorded and analyzed. Review
the analysis process and verify that root causes are being identified. Verify
that feedback systems from lessons learned are being used to improve
industrial safety performance. The accident data and experiences to be
analyzed should include the events taking place not only in the nuclear power
plant reviewed but also in other plants and industries. Find out whether data
and records are computerized and, if they are, check that there are
appropriate back-ups for software and data storage. (See Annex 9, Reporting
Industrial Accidents, Injuries and Illnesses).

2.19 Determine how human deficiencies which result in accidents are handled.
Verify that human deficiency is not identified as a root cause and that
factors impacting on human performance such as poor procedures, lack of
training and insufficient protection are identified, so that necessary
corrective action can be taken. The plant management should foster the
attitude that deficiencies in human performance are not to be penalized, but
are to be understood and be corrected by improving procedures, training, tools
and equipment.

2.20 Review the way in which records of industrial safety activities are
stored. Time limits for the retention of records should be clearly defined.
Verify that important records are stored in an area which is protected from
hazards such as fire.
2.21 All work should be carried out in accordance with safe work practices.
Review the manner in which hazards associated with the use of mechanical and
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electrical tools are controlled. For example, there should be inspection and
testing programmes to verify that items such as slings, lifting devices,
hoses, large wrenches, electrical tools and electrical extension cords are fit
for use. Randomly check these items during the field review. Also, discuss
job planning with work crews and their supervisors to determine the extent to
which safety is integrated into all work activities.

2.22 Medical preparedness should be assessed. Verify that policies and,
where necessary, procedures are in place to deal with such items as first aid
stations, first aid clinics, medical staff (doctor or nurse), rescue crews,
first aid training and qualification, agreements with nearby hospitals, and
employee assistance programmes aimed at ensuring their fitness for duty.
Determine whether a programme exists for conducting drills to develop skills
in first aid and rescue activities.

3. ATTRIBUTES OF AN EXCELLENT INDUSTRIAL SAFETY PROGRAMME

The attributes of an excellent industrial safety programme are summarized
here. Such a programme should comprise:

3.1 Appropriate objectives and basis

o A clearly stated industrial safety policy that has been communicated
to and understood by all personnel.

o Complete coverage of all safety aspects associated with plant
operational activities.

o A basis which not only includes regulatory requirements, standards,
technical specifications, but aims to achieve a higher safety level
reflecting lessons learned from safety and accident analysis.

o Broad objectives and targets for detecting and correcting safety
deficiencies before more serious safety deficiencies develop.

3.2 Effective organization of functions and activities
o Safety committees that are well defined with functions and

activities (Annex 2).

o Cross referencing of safety activities to regulatory and legal
requirements as well as results of accident analysis.

o Relevant co-operation with other organizations such as head office
and hospital.

o Clear organization charts identifying specific functions and those
positions (individuals) responsible for the functions.

o Effective co-operation between the radiation protection group and
the industrial safety group.
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3.3 Administrative control
o Clearly documented administrative responsibilities and clearly

identified functions, responsible organizations and positions
(individuals), and communication interfaces.

o Individuals who both understand and communicate to site personnel
their responsibilities, which should be consistent with those
documented, and foster an appropriate attitude towards safety.

o Safety reports which are issued in a timely manner, report the
status of industrial safety performance accurately, and clearly
identify trends, abnormalities and indicated actions.

o Performance indicators (targets) for use in measuring the
effectiveness of the whole programme and parts of it (Annex 1).

o An effective work permission (or work authorization) system
Annex 3).

o A well structured reporting and recording system.

3.4 Safety manual and safety procedures
o An approved safety manual and safety procedures specifying safety

policy and safe working procedures to minimize risk to all personnel.
o A clearly specified and well documented hazardous chemical control

programme (Annex 5).

o Clearly identified responsibilities for the preparation, review,
revision, approval and distribution of industrial safety procedures.

o Clear instructions for the management of abnormal situations such as
a large release of hazardous material and accidents requiring
evacuation.

o Clear instructions for ensuring appropriate notification of
authorities in abnormal industrial safety situations.

3.5 Scheduling of safety related activities
o A scheduling document defining the intervals and times at which

safety related activities such as safety committee safety campaign
and audit are to be performed.

o An individual responsible for co-ordinating the scheduling of all
safety related activities.

o Scheduling principles preventing safety equipment and tools from
being out of service and thus giving rise to risks.

o Scheduled inspection and testing of safety equipment, co-ordinated
with other plant activities, to maintain risks at an acceptable
level while equipment is out of service for inspection and/or
testing.

o A scheduled periodic review of safety documents.
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3.6 Analysis of human performance
o Management should foster the attitude that deficiencies in human

performance are not to be penalized, but are to be corrected through
approved procedures and training.

o Plant staff should be frank in identifying and recording human
performance deficiencies.

o Investigations to identify root causes of accidents should be
complete. (Inadequate human performance is not considered a root
cause. Corrective action should be directed towards improved
training, procedures and equipment as appropriate.)

3.7 Evaluation of industrial safety data
o A clearly defined process to evaluate the data collected on

accidents, system deficiencies and near misses.
o Comprehensive evaluations including analysis for trends, ageing,

root causes, and reliability.

o Evaluation systems to obtain lessons learned from other plants with
similar risks.

3.8 Internal auditing of the industrial safety programme
o An auditing process to audit periodically the overall programme, and

selected aspects of it.

o Well-established inspection criteria and methodology for safety
protection equipment and tools.

o Prompt and appropriate reporting system for audit and inspection
results.

o Effective feedback system of audit and inspection results to ensure
that deficiencies are promptly corrected.

3.9 Personnel excellence
o Personnel appropriately qualified for their duties.
o Personnel with a positive attitude towards the safety programme, to

promote a positive safety culture (Annex 7).

o Programmes to maintain and record qualifications (Annex 8).

3.10 Safe work practice
o "Safety first" attitude integrated into all work activities

(Annex 10).

o Work permission system specifying necessary authorization, a
clearance control to avoid conflicts with other activities,
isolation of systems, and provision of necessary protection tools.
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o Safe work practices used during mechanical and electrical work
activities (Annex 10), for example:

during mechanical and electrical work (Annex 4)
- during lifting

during work in oxygen deficient atmospheres

o Well-prepared safety tools for various work activities (Annex 10).
o Rescue procedures for both internal crews and external assistance,

and a programme for their development, implementation and testing
through practical drills.

o Escape routes marked, unobstructed and leading either to the outside
or to safe assembly areas.

o An ergonomie evaluation programme to provide the best possible
working conditions (Annex 10).

3.11 Hazards awareness and control programmes
o Control programmes in place to monitor activities and influences

from which hazards to workers may arise (e.g. noise evaluation
programmes, welding fume control) (Annex 10).

o A chemical control programme to control the handling and storage of
hazardous chemicals and to provide the workers with detailed
information on handling.

o A programme to assess and control the hazards associated with the
introduction of new materials, chemicals and work methods.

3.12 Medical preparedness
o A well defined first aid programme in place including in-plant

facilities (Annex 6).

o Properly qualified and trained plant staff available to perform
first aid and rescue.

o Appropriate arrangements in place to provide access to medical
assistance (e.g. plant doctor or nurse, agreement with a nearby
hospital).

o Employee assistance programmes developed to help ensure fitness for
duty of the employees (e.g. drug and alcohol abuse, special health
programmes for cardiovascular improvement).

4. PRACTICAL HINTS FOR REVIEWERS

If the review is to evaluate industrial safety practices in a nuclear
power plant effectively, it should not be limited to questions. Plant
activities should be witnessed and documents should be checked in such a way
that the focus is on essential points of plant performance. At the same time,
the interview or question should lead to meaningful responses and documents
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from the counterparts. For example, a simple question such as "do you have an
effective organization?" will be probably answered only with the word "yes".
The reviewer should ask more tactical questions to obtain a more useful
response — for example, "please show and describe the organization chart",
and "what is your function and interface with other sections in the
organization chart?"

Similarly, as far as possible important activities and facilities should
be witnessed to allow the reviewer to judge industrial safety performance for
himself. Such activities and facilities might include, for example,
operational testing, special maintenance work, protection tools and emergency
drills.

Some practical suggestions are given in the following paragraphs. They
include possible questions to be asked of the counterparts, and suggestions as
to documents or facilities to be reviewed. Other approaches may be used, of
course, if they result in equivalent or better exchanges of information.

4.1 Industrial Safety Programme
Review a written safety programme and ask the following questions to find

how systematically the programme is established. The counterparts in this
area should be the plant management group or the safety engineer. They should
describe:

o The contents of the safety programme.
o How they evaluated the results of safety activities during the last

year and how they reflect lessons learned in the current programme.

o How they thoroughly communicate the programme to all plant staff and
others involved in the plant operational activities.

4.2 Organization of Functions and Activities
Review the organization chart and job descriptions in the area of

industrial safety activities and ask, for example, the following questions.
Where applicable, question other staff in maintenance or operations sections
to check whether they fully understand their responsibilities and functions.
In addition, it should be informative for the reviewer to participate in a
safety committee meeting and to review what and how important safety matters
are discussed and resolved.

Plant staff should be able to:
o Explain major functions and responsibilities of each section and of

key safety staff, such as the safety engineer.

o Describe the safety responsibility and interfaces between line and
staff functions, e.g. between operations and maintenance sections
and the safety co-ordinating section.

o Describe the co-ordination between the industrial safety group and
the radiation protection group when a maintenance activity takes
place in the controlled area.

o Determine the man-hours the safety engineer spends on industrial
safety activities, and the staff available for this assignment.
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o Describe the kinds of safety committees or meetings that are
provided for at the nuclear power plant, show the last meeting
minutes and describe the meeting frequency, participants, major
topics to be discussed and how the results of the meeting are put
into action.

4.3 Safety Manual and Procedures

Review the manual which controls the preparation, review, approval,
revision and distribution of safety procedures. Select some safety procedures
and check to see whether they are handled according to the manual. Verify
that all necessary items are explicitly described. The following are some
typical questions.

o What review process and authorization is required to ensure the
correctness and completeness of a safety procedure when it is
established or revised?

o Who or which section is responsible for managing the above process?
o How often are the procedures updated or checked to verify that all

descriptions still reflect current plant conditions? Give some
examples of revision of procedures after plant modifications.

4.4 Scheduling of Safety Related Activities
Get the schedule covering all safety related activities and review how

well it is established and managed. The following questions could be asked to
the counterpart, who should be a safety engineer or equivalent.

o Explain how all safety related activities are incorporated in the
schedule and how they are co-ordinated with other operational and
maintenance activities such as an annual outage and start-up of the
plant.

o Who is responsible for following-up safety related activities
according to the schedule, and what is his major function?

o How are schedules for periodic activities decided -- for example,
safety meetings, safety equipment inspections, drills of rescue
crews and testing of emergency response plans?

4.5 Reporting and Evaluation of Industrial Safety Experiences

Review records and analyses of past events and verify that all necessary
data are systematically filed. Determine whether a sufficiently detailed
analysis was carried out to support future improvements. Select a few events
which have taken place in the plant or in other facilities and check whether
the following items are properly implemented:

o Reporting to the relevant organizations, including the regulatory
authority and the head office, in a timely manner.

o Describing all information needed to enable investigation of root
causes of the event.

o Drawing appropriate lessons learned from the event and taking
corrective action in due time.

o Distributing this information to all staff concerned.
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4.6 Training and Qualification
Check how the utility sets qualification standards for their staff, how

qualifications are kept up to date and how the system manages the necessary
follow-up of training programmes. Your counterparts should be the safety
engineer and the leader of the training staff. Ask the following questions:

o Show the list of qualifications required by law, or internally, for
personnel engaged in operational activities.

o Describe the qualifications necessary for personnel in each key
industrial safety position according to the organization chart.

o Explain the training or education system used to obtain such
qualifications, and show a few examples of training and publication
records to support the view that the requalification frequency is
appropriate.

4.7 Safe Work Practices

Review maintenance work in the field. Interview the staff responsible
for the work, or the foreman, to check that all necessary instructions are
given, and preparations made, to ensure safety. Some findings with respect to
industrial safety practices in the field could be obtained from experts
reviewing the maintenance, operations and technical support areas. The
following are possible questions and items to be checked.

o Ask the staff responsible for the work to explain how the work
permission system ensures workers' safety, for example, by requiring
checking of necessary items and by confirming necessary isolation of
systems.

o Take a few examples of maintenance work and ask the staff
responsible to describe what checks and instructions or precautions
are taken in the course of issuing work permission. These should
include:

hazardous materials to be used and necessary protection
- safety equipment or tools to be worn
- necessary isolation of the system or de-energization of

electrical equipment
instruction as to how to respond in an emergency such as serious
injuries requiring rescue or evacuation

o Ask the staff responsible where safety equipment is stored, and
whether it is sufficient.

o What are the criteria for determining work conditions requiring the
use of safety equipment such as ear plugs, safety glasses and hard
hats?

o What training or instruction is given to workers before work is
begun, and how are their skills checked?

o Are eye wash stations and emergency showers available in such areas
as battery rooms, laboratories and hazardous chemical handling and
storage areas?
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o How are the working conditions checked to see whether they meet
safety requirements with respect to lighting, noise level and
ventilation?

o How often are evacuation and rescue exercises carried out, and what
groups are involved in these exercises?

4.8 Hazards Awareness and Control Programme
Check what kinds of hazardous materials are used, and determine how they

are controlled.

o Review the list of hazardous materials stored in the nuclear power
plant and check the programme for materials handling, including
measures for response in emergency.

o Visit the hazardous materials store and check to determine whether
protection is sufficient, and whether proper signs specifying the
materials stored and precautions to be taken are posted nearby.

4.9 Medical Preparedness
Review the medical preparedness by interviewing a station doctor or

nurse. Inspect the facilities at the site and determine whether all necessary
actions can be taken to minimize undesirable health consequences if an
emergency arises. Ask:

o What action will be taken if a serious injury takes place in the
controlled area, and what arrangements have been made with a local
hospital to handle contaminated injuries?

o Ask responsible personnel to explain their programme, and the
facilities available to them to ensure employees' fitness for duty.

o What qualifications or training are required for the first aid and
rescue crews, and how many employees can be assigned to such work?

o What exercise drills for first aid and rescue activities are carried
out, and how often?
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Annex 1

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY PROGRAMME

1. Introduction

It is a fundamental principle that all risks shall be kept as low as
reasonably achievable, taking social and economic factors into account. For
industrial safety to be managed effectively, concern for employee safety must
be integrated into all programmes and procedures, and be made a priority area
in the decision making process. The industrial safety programme should be
fully integrated with all operational activities in a nuclear power plant.

One effective method of measuring performance in the area of industrial
safety is to create performance targets which represent acceptable
performance, and then to systematically monitor, record and compare the actual
performance versus target performance. When a significant gap between the
target data and actual data is found, the cause should be investigated and
appropriate action for future improvement developed.

2. Creating Industrial Safety Performance Targets
Performance targets should define acceptable industrial safety

performance over a specified operating period. This operating period should
be at least one year and preferably be integrated with the production
programme. Assessments of production performance (operation, maintenance,
inspections, scheduled outages, etc.) and assessment of industrial safety
performance will then be in the same time frame.

The targets for industrial safety performance should take into
consideration past data, experience in other similar facilities, and a safety
programme for the coming year.

An example of an annual industrial safety programme is included here. It
is Ontario Hydro's Bruce Heavy Water Plant report RP-21-87. This report sets
out an annual safety programme complete with performance targets. Special
emphasis programmes are identified together with an outline of the expected
focus for each monthly safety meeting. A complete programme such as this is
judged necessary to ensure that acceptable industrial safety performance will
be achieved.
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BRUCE HEAVY WATER PLANT REPORT

(Ontario Hydro, Canada)

BHWPF - 678
( R - 6 ) May 82

Code

Subject Index
Date of Issue
Prepared by
Verified by
Approved by

RP-21-87
BHWP 09070
10 Dec 87
M.G. Brand
E. Stanley

O.P. Davidson

SUBJECT: THE 1988 BHWP SAFETY PROGRAM

ABSTRACT: This reference plan presents the 1988 BHWP Safety
Program.
Special emphasis programs, based on current performance
and priority safety concerna, will focus on:
1. Safety Attitudes
2. Respect For Hydrogen Sulphide
3. Prevention of Back Injuries
4. Safety Rules and Practices
Health and off-the-job topics will be included in the
program to emphasize the importance of good health and
safety habits as part of the total life-style ofemployees.
The monthly safety meeting topics are summarized inmatrix form.

DISTRIBUTION
MASHIX ***
All M&P Staff ***
JMEHSEC ***

*
**
***
****

Abstract Only (Copies available on request)Abstract and Report Body
Complete Report with AppendicesComplete Report with Appendices (on circulation)
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The most important aspect of safety is that it is much more than
a well defined program. A safety program will not be effective
unless the concept of "making safety part of everything you do"
is firmly implanted in our minds as a basic work philosophy.
It is possible, because of our outstanding safety record, that we
are developing an attitude towards safety that is preventing us
from being alert to hazards. It has been observed that employee
compliance to safety rules and practices is declining.
Therefore, it is imperative that supervisors be continually on
the lookout for trends towards complacency and take immediate
remedial action before a disabling injury occurs.
The supervisor provides the leadership, proper example and
administrative control for accident prevention. His interest in
safety must therefore be vocal, visible and continuous. All
employees have a personal responsibility to work safely and to
carry out their duties with such skill and care as to prevent
injury to themselves and fellow employees.
Safety is a frame of mind. The slogans, the safety meetings, the
protective equipment mean very little unless a person has the
proper attitude to make them work.

2.0 PROGRAM OBJECTIVE
To assist the line organization in meeting safety targets by
developing and implementing an effective accident prevention
program.

3.0 BHWP ACCIDENT PREVENTION POLICY
3.1 The prevention of accidents and injuries shall be

integrated into all aspects of every work activity.
3.2 It shall be the responsibility of all levels of supervision

to provide a safe working environment, proper and adequate
tools, equipment and protective devices.

3.3 It shall be the responsibility of all employees to work
safely, to notify supervision of unsafe conditions and to
recognize when their actions or the actions of others may
result in an unsafe situation.

3.4 Each employee shall comply in every respect with Ontario
Hydro's established safe working practices to ensure
personal safety and that of fellow workers.

3.5 Supervision shall provide adequate training and retraining
so that each employee achieves and retains a high level of
understanding of the responsibilities for safe conduct of
work.
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4.0 1987 SAFETY PERFORMANCE
4.1 Performance Versus Targets

Category

Temporary Total Disabilities
First Aid Injuries
Medically Treated Injuries
H2S Poisonings (BHWP Employees)

Actual
(To 31 Oct 87)

0
32
13
0

1987
Target
1 3
<_ 58
£ 22
_< 1

4.2 Accident Experience
Analyses of accidents to-date in 1987 and comparison data
for 1986 by injury type, causative factors and work group
are contained in Appendix I.

4.3 Identification of Needs
The 1987 employee accident analyses indicate a high
incidence of injuries to the forearm, wrist, hand and
fingers, caused by being struck by or by hitting against
objects, resulting in cuts and contusions. There was also
a high incidence of burn injuries caused by contact with
exposed steam lines.
The key to minimizing these types of injuries is better
recognition and identification of mechanical, chemical and
environmental hazards in the work place, and the use of
protective equipment tailored to the specific hazards.
Mechanical Maintainers continue to have the highest
incidence of medically treated injuries, and there is asignificant increase in the medically treated injuries to
non-production personnel. These trends require specialsafety attention.
The 1988 Safety Program should continue to address theneeds of "hands on" field groups, together with the needs
of the support groups. Special emphasis on proper work
planning, safe physical handling techniques, and
appropriate use of speciality protective equipment must be
highlighted. The H2S hazard awareness program willcontinue to be a major thrust of the 1988 safety program.

5.0 1988 SAFETY PERFORMANCE TARGETS
5.1 The .1988 Safety Targets are shown in Appendix II.
5.2 Based on statistical performance the 1988 targets are the

same as in 1987. The targets represent a good standard forperformance.
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6.0 SPECIAL EMPHASIS PROGRAMS
6.1 Safety Attitudes

All BHWP employees should make a renewed commitment in 1988
to maintain a rigourous positive attitude to safety. The
growing trend towards complacency must be stopped before a
serious accident occurs.
This commitment would be reflected in how positively we:

believe the Job must be done without takingunacceptable risks.
believe a person's safety depends on the knowledge
of safety rules, procedures and practices.
believe a person's safety depends on the continualpractice of safe work habits.
promote and support safety.

Attitude is a feeling, a point of view based on a strong
feeling. Attitude often leads to a final way of acting.
Supervisors have a significant role to play in achieving a
positive safety attitude within their work group. They
must listen to the concerns of their people, investigate
and resolve safety concerns, explain the reasons for their
actions and accept responsibility for the safety of thosereporting to them.
Freedom from danger cannot be achieved unless a person
nurtures the proper mental attitude. Developing thisoutlook becomes an important obligation - an obligation one
has to oneself, one's family and fellow workers. And a
person must learn to usa all the safety techniques
available to fulfill this obligation.

6.2 Respect For Hydrogen Sulphide
"Respect For Hydrogen Sulphide" has been a special emphasis
program since 1982. The program has been successful in
reducing the number of H2S poisonings to BHWP employees.The last poisoning to a BHWP employee occurred in
April 1985. We must, however, do a better job preventing
H2 S poisoning to contractors. In 1986 one contractor
experienced a acute poisoning and three contractors•
experienced sub-acute poisoning symptoms. Also, there have
been more H2 S poisonings to contractors than to BHWPemployees during the past five years.
We must remain on guard against H2S complacency. There
must be continual reinforcement of personal protection and
proper behaviour in Buddy Areas.

6.3 Prevention of Back Injuries
Since 1983, there has been 47 back injuries to BHWP
employees - the majority of which required some form of
medical treatment or consultation.
Few people are fortunate enough to go through life without
experiencing the aggravation and suffering which stems from
back pain. It is estimated that 80% of the population will
experience some form of back pain during their life time.
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Any individuals who are plagued with a re-occurring "bad
back" cannot enjoy leisure to the fullest nor perform their
occupation effectively. It is the thirty to fifty age
group, the most productive sector of our work force that is
most often afflicted by the crippling effect of back pain
and injury.
Most people have to experience back pain or injury beforethey realize the need for proper back care. Often the
problem is treated with rest and exercise until the pain
and discomfort disappear whereupon the program is
abandoned. However, if one resumes old habits, a
recurrence of symptoms may occur especially if an
underlying vulnerability exista. One cannot just wish» the
problem away. It demands a change In lifestyle which may
involve weight loss, exercise, improved posture and correct
lifting technique.

6.4 Safety Rules and Safety Practices
6.4.1 Safety Rules

Adherence to safety rules is one of the most
important elements of a safety program. As a
matter of fact, it's an important factor in our
very way of life. Where would we be today in a
country without adherence to the accepted rules
that make a free society a good place to live.
To often, violations of safety rules are overlooked
until an accident occurs. If a supervisor observes
a person violating a safety rule or departing from
a safe work method then the supervisor must take
immediate action to correct the violation. If the
supervisor does not take corrective action then the
violation becomes a standard practice.

6.4.2 Safety Practices
Safety Practices and Safety Education must go hand
in hand to be effective. Safety practice means
that each employee applies his/her safety knowledge
at all times to protect himself/herself and fellow
workers.
Safety Practice includes:

Job Discussions.
- Application of the Work Protection Code.
- Knowledge of Safety Rules and Regulations.

Following Procedures.
Emergency Drills.
Safety Reviews, (e.g., housekeeping audits).

Such safe work practices must be interwoven into
everyone's Job - to the extent that they becomehabits.

7-0 OFF-THE-JOB SAFETY
Although not a special emphasis theme in 1988, off-the-Job safety
will continue to be an integral part of the program.
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The purpose of this segment of the program la to emphasizeoff-the-job safety as part of the total lifestyle for «ach
employee.

8.0 HEALTH PROGRAMS
8.1 Health Assessments

The Plant Nurse will continue to conduct health assessments
every two years for each employee. The assessments help to
identify possible health problems and provide the employee
with the opportunity for counselling.

8.2 Toward a Smoke-Free Workplace
The building of smoking lounges with segregated ventilation
systems is scheduled for completion by 31 Dec 87.
A smoking cessation clinic will be scheduled in 1988 if
enough employees, (e.g., minimum of 15), are interested.
Personnel who are interested should contact the plant
nurse.

8.3 Employee Assistance Program
This is a corporate program designed to provide
confidential help for employees who have health or personal
problems.
Employees are encouraged to use this counselling and
referral service by contacting their line supervisor, Human
Resources Officer, or the Plant Nurse.

9.0 AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIAL
Safety posters will be displayed at key locations throughout the
plant to promote safety and health themes.
Video tapes and films will be available to supplement and improve
the effectiveness of the topics being discussed at safety
meetings. The audio-visual material should never become the
safety meeting.

10.0 SAFETY MEETING TOPICS
The 1988 safety meeting matrix is shown in Appendix III.
The special emphasis programs are mandatory safety meeting
topics. In addition, supervisors have the flexibility to discuss
any health and safety topic to ensure the needs of the work group
are meet. Employees should be encouraged to introduce special
interest topics and to discuss their own experiences.
To encourage good health habits a health related topic will be
introduced on a quarterly basis.
The Production Safety Unit will provide assistance in obtaining
specialty safety material. New safety concerns and other items
of interest not shown on the matrix will be included in the
Monthly Safety, Health and Environment report.
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APPENDIX I

BHWP Accident Experience - 1986 and 1987, (31 Oct 87)

1.0 INJURY STATISTICS

Category
Temporary Total Disabilities
First Aid Injuries
Medically Treated Injuries
H2 S Poisonings - BHWP Employees

1986
0
47
15
0

1987 YTD
0
32
13
0

2.0 TYPE OF INJURIES

2.1 Part of Body Injured

Part of Body Injured
Eyes
Face
Back
Elbow
Forearm, Wrist
Hand, Finger
Leg
Knee
Ankle
Feet
Other

% 1986
16
4
14
4
4
22
6
6
6
6
12

% 1987
13
11
15
2
18
24
0
4
0
2
11

2.2 Nature of Injury

Nature of Injury
Foreign bodies
Cuts
Contusions
Strains/Sprains
Burns
Others

% 1986
16
14
20
29
9
12

% 1987
11
24
16
22
22
5
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3.0 KEY ACCIDENT FACTORS

3.1 Accident Type

Accident Type
Struck against
Struck by moving objects
Caught in or between
Fall
Over exertion
Slip
Burn
Others

% 1986
12
29
10
10
20
6
9
4

% 1987
18
27
2
4
16
9
22
2

3.2 Hazardous Condition

Hazardous Condition
Defective tools, equipment
Hazardous arrangement
Poor housekeeping
Congested area
Others
No hazardous condition

% 1986
8
16
6
20
24
27

% 1987
13
24
13
9
9
35

3.3 Unsafe Act

Unsafe Act
Unsafe speed
Unsafe lifting, carrying
Unsafe position
Failure to use equipment provided
Using equipment, tools unsafety
Others
i.'o unsafe act

% 1986
6
9
25
5
7
15
33

% 1987
2
4
24
18
18
7
27

4.0 WORK GROUP AFFECTED

Work Group

Operators
Mechanical Maintainers
Control Technicians
Technical
Business
Others

% 1986
First Aid

31
37
8
8
12
4

Medical
18
58
8
0
8
8

% 1987
First Aid

39
28
11
8
11
3

Medical
17
50
0
8

25
0
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CLASSIFICATION

FATALITIES

PERMANENT/PARTIAL DISABILITIES

TOPORWT TOTAL DISABILITIES ITTD'S)

TTD FREQUENCY

RISK Of DISABLING INJURY

FIRST AID INJURIES

MEDICALLY TREATED WURlEi

*H25 POISONINGS

VEHICLE ACCIOEHTS
(DAMAGE REPORTS SUBMITTED

HjS FIRES

NOM H2S FIRES

0 TEW
AYER/VSE

0

0.1

1.»

1.03

23.5

77

27

1.2

13.7

5.6

5.9

5 TE/K
AVERAGE

0

0

0.6

0.4

3

62

19

0.8

11.6

5.6

2.8

988 TW3ETS
- INTERNAL

DEPART

0

0

^3

< 3

< 30

< 58

<_2t

< 1

< 1Î

< 5

< 5

PROO.

0

0

< 2

-

-

< 48

< 18

<^ 1

-

< 5

< 4

COMMENTS

ONE PARTIAL IH 1978. STOCKKEEPER LOST HIS FINGER TIP.
ONE PERMANENT IN 1981. OPERATOR FALL.

BASED ON 525 EMPLOYEES UO6 H3UBS».

BASED ON 10 DATS/TTD.

BREAKDOVN OP HTCE TECH BUS OTHER
18 30 4 4 2

BREfKOOm OP HTCE TECH BUS OTHER
5 13 t 2 1

AVERAGES FOR BHWP EMPLOTEES OMLT.

BREAKOOVN OP HTCE OTHER
4 6 2

BREAKDOWN B CSy 2
BREAKDOWN B CS OTHER

T "T i
/•>

» THE »0 YEAR AND 5 YEAR
AVERAGE FOR CONTRACTORS IS
1.6 AND 1.4 RESPECTIVELY.

z
o
X
M

Propsrod by«
s

%UHr<S 26<V/*f
Departnantal Saf«+r Coordinator

^pprovsd by t



APPENDIX III
SAFETY MEETING MATRIX - 1988

MONTH

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

MAT

JUNE

SAFETY TOPICS

- «HUP SAFETY PROGRAM
- WORK CSUM? SAFETY
OBJECTIVES

- SAFETY IS EVERYBODY'S
BUSINESS

- RESPECT FOR »2S
(I) PROPERTIES AMD

CHARACTERISTICS
(II) AWARENESS AND

DETECTION
- STEAM BURNS

- THE TAILBOARD
CONFERENCE

- DRUG ABUSE -
QUESTIONS AHD ANSWERS

- OFFICE SAFETY
- BON'T TAKE CHANGES
- PREVENTION OF BACK
IX JURIES

(I) BACK TO BASICS

- RESPECT FOR «2S
(I) WORK INVOLVING

POSSIBLE HjS
RELEASES

- PREVENTING HEARING
LOSS

(I) NOW EEAR THIS

- A GUIDE TO HAND
SArerr

- SKIN CANCER
- WORKING ABOVE
GROUND

CBZKICAL OF TEC
MONTH

DIETHANOLAKIJOÏ
(DKA)

HYDROGEX
SULPHIDE

«riTRic ACID

SULPHURIC ACID

SEAL OIL
SODIUM CARBOKATZ

POTASSIUM
PERMAHGNWTE

COKPORATZ
SAFETY RULES

BAFXTY RELATED
ATS POSSIBILITIES
PACTS 10-13

SAFE OOMDITIORS
FOR WORK
KKJt 20«

PERSONAL CONDUCT
RULC 101

MANUAL LUTING
RULE 107

KEARIXG
PROTSCTIO«
RULE 331

CARS AJO3
DISPOSAL OF
HAZARDOUS
MATERIAL
RULK 234

OHSA
ACT/
REGULATIONS

DUTIES OF
SUPERVISOR
AHD WORKER
ACT SECTION
1«-17

TOXIC
SUBSTANCE
REG. 145

PREMISES -
FLOORS
REG. 12

MATERIAL
EARDLIMG
REG. 49

NOISE
REG. 144

KACalXK
GUARDING
REG. 28-32

AUDIO - VISUAL

- BEHAVIOURAL ACCIDENT
PREVENTION PROGRAM

- A CIFT OF FREEDOM

- OH MATERIAL SAFETY DATA
SHEETS

- mPERVISIHG SAFETY -
YOU MAKE THE DIFFERENCE

- MAKE SURE IT ISN'T YOU
- THI JUNKYARD

- A WAY OF LIFE
- ELEVATED RESCUE

- THE TOUCH ONES TAKE
LONGER

- TAKE HOTH1HG FOR
GRANTED

- BANDS OFF DANGER
- HOME SAFETY - ITS UP
TO YOU
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MONTH

JULT

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

SAFETY TOPICS

- TEAMWORK PREVENTS
ACCIDENTS

- WEARING OF
PROTECTIVE EyJJJPHJWl

(I) GUIDE TO
XESPXRATOXT
PROTECTION

(II) OBJECTIONS TO
PERSONAL
PROTECTIVE
EQUIPMENT

- RESPECT FOR IjS
(I) BUDDT STSTEH
- PREVENTINC ETE
INJURIES

- CHEMICAL HAZARDS

- DO IT THE SAFE WAT
OX DON'T DO IT

- TAKING CHARGE OF
TOUR HEALTH

(I) DIET AND EXERCISE

- HAZARD RECOGNITION
- SLIPS AND FALLS
- A FIXE SAFE SOME

- RESPECT FOR HjS
<I) SEARCH AND RESCUE
- PREVENTION OF BACK
ZM JURIES
I) TOUR BACK IS

ALWATS WORKING
- ELECTRICAL HAZARDS
- itXttiu.J .. ^.:..\e
FKCE WORK PLACE

- WINTER DRIVING
BAFCTT

CHEHICAL OF TEE
MOUTH

CAUSTIC SODA

CLEANING
SOLVENTS

SODIUM
HTPOZHLORITE

NITROGEN

AMMONIA

PROPANE

CORPORATE
SAFETY RULES

BREATHING
AH SUPPLIES
RULE 231

in PROTECTION
RULE 30}

PHYSICAL
CONDITION
RULE 102

HOUSEKEEPING
RULE 110

TRANSPORTING
MATERIAL
BULK 410

ELECTRICAL RAND
TOOLS
faut 312

ORSA
ACT/
REGULATIONS

PROTECTIVE
EQUIPMENT
RXG. «3-90

GRINDING
WHEEL
REG. 33-34

HEALTH AND
SAFETY
REPRESENT-
ATIVE
ACT SEC. 7

FIRE
PROTECTION
REG. 25

NOTICE OF
ACCIDENTS
REG. t

ELECTRICAL
EQUIPMENT
REG. 44

AUDIO - VISUAL

- RESPIRATORY PROTECTION
- BACKING AND PARKING
ACCIDENTS

- WE'LL SEE TOMORROW
- THE RISK TAKERS

- TOXICOLOGY
- POWER UNDER CONTROL -
PREPARE TOUR CAR AND
YOURSELF FOR WINTER

- USING TOUR FIRE
EXTINGUISHER

- IT ONLY TAKES AN INSTANT

- BACK FACTS
- A SPECIAL KIND OF TRUTH

- ELECTRICAL SAFETY
- XON SMOKERS RIGHTS
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Annex 2

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY COMMITTEES

1. Introduction
An effective industrial safety programme requires documented safety

policies, management commitment and the organization to manage it. Safety
policies must be established, communicated to all employees and supported by
all levels of management and labour. A well structured safety committee will
play a key role in achieving an acceptable level of safety performance. The
following are key functions to be checked during the review.

2. Industrial Safety Committee Members

2.1 The senior industrial safety committee in a plant should be chaired by
the plant manager. Other members should be department managers (and/or
section heads who report to the plant manager), the senior safety coordinator
(engineer) and the plant doctor or nurse.

The typical role of this committee is:
to establish industrial safety policies
to establish targets that represent acceptable performance for
industrial safety

to authorize major expenditure for improvement of industrial safety
performance

to review overall trends in industrial safety performance
to approve annual safety programmes.

Typically, this committee should meet four times per year.
2.2 Industrial Safety Action Committees

Action committees oversee the implementation of industrial safety
policies and procedures. Members of this committee include a chair-person
with authority to initiate and/or approve corrective action. This
chair-person should report directly to a member of the senior committee.
Other members of this committee include area supervisors, the area safety
co-ordinator (officer) and a representative from the trades unions. The
primary role of this committee is to take action to correct industrial safety
deficiencies. If the necessary actions require a higher level of approval
then the chair-person will seek the necessary approval from the senior
committee. Other duties of this committee include industrial safety committee
audits, review of accident reports, analysis of industrial safety performance,
response to employee-initiated industrial safety concerns, and acting as a
link between employee safety meetings and the senior committee.

2.3 The Joint Management-Union Industrial Safety Committee
In some countries the law requires that a joint management-union

committee be formed. This committee may be chaired by either an employee
representative or a management member, and responsibility for taking the chair
may alternate periodically. One management member of this committee should
report directly to a manager in the senior committee. Other members of this
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committee include the senior safety co-ordinator (officer) and other
supervisors and union represented employees. Management and unions should be
equally represented on the committee. In addition to meeting legal
requirements, the functions of the joint management-union industrial safety
committee include:

Making recommendations on industrial safety issues to the senior
committee.

Acting as a forum to facilitate consultation, the flow of
information and the exchange of views between the workers and
management.

This committee structure sets in motion a series of human interactions
and creates expectations on the part of both workers and management that
deficiencies in industrial health and safety will be resolved. It has no line
responsibility but is linked to the senior committee through one of the
management members.

Attached documents such as Ontario Hydro's Pickering Station Instructions
P-SI-7.3-0, and a description of the TEPCO Safety Promotion Committee, are
examples of effective committees.
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SAFETY COMMITTEES AT PICKERING NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION

(Ontario Hydro, Canada)

P-S1-7.3-0

PICKERING STATION INSTRUCTION

TITLE Safety Policy and Organizalion

ASSOCIATED DOCUMENTATION

P-CSPM-1.7 Terms of Reference - JoLnt Health and Safety Committee

KEY WORDS

Central Safety Committee. Safety

REASON FOR REVISION

New Procedure

Reviewed by:

Prepared by:

Verified by:

Authorized by:

M J. Villcmaire
Training Officer

H.C. Jamicson
Technical Su

E. Dewar
Station Manager

Date:

Date:

Date:

13.

- L ~

880427
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PICKERING STATION INSTRUCTION
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3 PRODUCTION SAFETY SUE-COMMITTEE STRUCTURE
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1.0 RATIONALE

An effective Health and Safety Program requires documented jafcty policies, management committment
and the organization to manage it.

2.0 SCOPE

This policy applies to all Picketing NGS employees.

3.0 DEFINITIONS

None

4.0 GOVERNING POLICY

Safety at Pickering NGS must be given the same importance as Cost, Productivity, Quality and Employee
relations. Similarly, Safety must be managed and given commitment to get results. Safety policies must
be established, communicated to all employees and supported by all levels of management.

Remember: "You get the level of safety that you demonstrate you want'.

5.0 DECISION RULES

5.1 Safety Organization
The structure of the safety organization at Pickering NGS is twofold. It consists of a supporting branch
and an implementation branch as outlined below.

The Safety Organization

Central Safety
Committee

I I
Supporting Implementation

I
une Organization
(Sub-Committees)

Task Training and Safety
Committce(s) Section

5.2 Central Safety Committee
The role of the Central Safety Committee (CSC) is to be responsible for formulating and maintaining
health and safety policies and to originate and coordinate the overall safety effort at Pickering NGS.

The CSC is chaired by the Station Manager and its membership includes seven section managers and the
Technical Superintendent. Training and Safety Section as secretary. See Appendix 1 "Safety
Organization".
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CSC meetings are held on a monthly buis at which time this committee reviews where necessary:

• Health and Safety Policies

• Organization of safety effort

• New safety procedures

• Standards of orderliness

• Off the job safety program

• Safety goals and objectives

• Safety performance (ie, accidents status)

• Safety program - advertising and communication

• Section Safety programs

• Task-Committee(s) activities '

• Unusual safety events

• Status of recommendations from serious accident investigations and corrective action initiated where
necessary

• Safety DR Status

• Attendance records:

« safety meetings

• fire crew meetings

• rescue crew meetings.

• Safety Audit Statistics

• New Corporate Safety Programs

• Status of qualified personnel.

Committee minutes are published and forwarded to each member.

5.3 Task Committees)
Task Committees are established as considered necessary to deal with specific area problems or programs,
eg, Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System (WHMIS), Audiometric Surveillance.
Transportation of Dangerous Goods (TDGA), Incentives, etc.

Committee personnel are assigned largely from volunteers depending upon shift schedules, areas of
expertise, specific working assignments, etc.

In general, Task Committees will meet at least once a month and publish minutes of meeting for use as
appropriate. Once per quarter the chairman of each Task Committee will present to the Central Safety
Committee a detailed status of their project or program.

The safety unit will be active in most if not all task committees, but it should not chair any of these
committees. The object of the Safety Unit is to be knowledgeable in all aspects of the safety effort but
not to have responsibility for managing it.

5.4 Line Management Sub-Committee(s)
Each section manager who sits on the Central Safety Committee is responsible for chairing their rcspecti%-e
Sub-Committee. (See Appendix 2 and 3)
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These committees are to meet at least once a month and formal minutes are to be published to its
members.

It is thru these sub-committees that safety policies arc communicated and safety programs implemented.
Monthly agenda items may include a review of the following:

• implementation strategy (including communication) for Central Safety Committee policies and
programs

• safety performance (ie, accident status and trends)

• safety audit findings and follow-up

• section safety program status (including goals and objectives)

• new safety procedures and equipment

• safety related action items from minutes of previous section "safety meetings"

• orderliness

• accident investigations and foliow-up

• upcoming safety meeting agenda (additions/deletions) including any special safety message* from
Section Manager

• attendance records:

• safety meetings

• fire crew meetings (if applicable)

• rescue crew meetings (if applicable)

• status of qualified personnel (if applicable)

• safety DR status.

The safety unit can be active in but should not chair any of these sub-committees. The object of the
Safety unit is to be knowledgeable in all aspects of the safety effort but not to have responsibility for
managing it. That responsibility belongs in the line organization.

5.5 Safety Meetings
In addition to the Management Sub Committees, the Unit Head/Shift Supervisor shall arrange for a safety
meeting once every 5 weeks (reference CSPM #1.1 for details). Safety meetings shall be lead by a
Management Supervisor, providing management an opportunity to communicate policies and discuss
safety related matten with their staff.

The safety meeting agenda produced by the Training and Safety Section can be used as a guide in
preparing for the safety meeting. Eg: Information in the agenda that is not applicable need not be used.
It is recommended that safety meetings be krpt short, interesting and to the point. (A "suggested"
duration is 1-1/2 h/5 weeks or alternately 15 mins/wk.)

5.6 Joint Health and Safety Committee
In addition to the Une and support committees outlined above, there is also a 10 member Joint Health
and Safety Committee. This 5 management and S union member committee meets the requirements of
the occupational Health and Safety Act. (Reference P-CSPM-1.7 for details)

6.0 EXCEPTIONS

None
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7.0 SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES

None

8.0 REFERENCES

None

9.0 ADDITIONAL DISTRIBUTION

None
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APPENDIX 1

Safety Organization
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APPENDIX 2

Line Organization Safety Sub-Committee Structure

The Line Organizations safety structure shall normally consist of two levels of subcommittees as shown
below together with Safety Meetings.

Section Manager Safety Sub-Committee

Chairman
(Section Manager)

Unit Head Safety Sub-Committee

Chairman
(Unit Head)

Safety Meetings: Provide * forum for the Unit Head to communicate policies and divrtui safety related
matten with ail their staff. As a result, sub committees and safety meetings provide an opportunity for
information and ideas to be communicated at all levels in the organization.
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APPENDIX 3

Production Safety Sub-Committee Structure

The Production Section safety structure consists of three levels of subcommittees as shown below together
with Safety Meetings.

Production Safety Sub-Committee

Chairman
(Production Manager)

1
t

Operations Production-A
Superintendent Superintendent

Production-B
Superintendent

Maintenance
Superintendent

Production - A Safety Sub-Committee

Chairman
(Production - A Superintendent)

Shift Supervisor Shift Supervisor Shift Supervisor
A Crew B Crew C Crew

Shift Supervisor Sh
D Crew

1
ift Supervisor

E Crew

Shift Supervisor (A Crew) Production Safety Sub-Committee

1
Shift Maintenance Supervisor

Control

Chairman
(Shift Supervisor - A Crew)

1
Shift Maintenance Supervisor

Mechanical
Shift Operating Supervisor

Safety Meetings: Provide a forum for the Shift Supervisor to communicate policies and discuss safety
related matters with all their staff. As a result sub-committees and safety meetings provide an opportunity
for'information and ideas to be communicated at all levels in the organization.
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SAFETY COMMITTEES AT FUKUSHIMA NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
(Tokyo Electric Power Company, Inc., Japan)

Safety Meeting Pre-evaluation Committee
_____for Safety_______

Participants

Chairman: Superintendent
Deputy Chairaan: Deputy

Superintendent
Members: Higher rank

people than section
manager

Chief: Deputy Superintendent
Assistant Chief: Assistant

Safety Manager
Member«: Coordinator, those
who are appointed by a
Chief

Meeting
Frequency

Once per month
Construction for evaluation
•hall be selected at the
beginning of every tern, and
committee shall be held
before the start of
construction.

Maj or
Function

Guideline related to
safety of workers and
facilities
(Details in Annex 1)
Decision of the
monthly safety
priority
Clarification of
accident example
within our company

Construction management
section shall give explana-
tions about construction
plan and safety plan and
members of the committee
shall evaluate or give
advice.

Annex 1 Items to be discussed at the safety meeting

The following items shall be discussed and promoted at safety
meeting.
(1) Establishing of the policy and planning with respect to the

personnel safety and the maintenance of facilities
(2) Drafting of overall safety control measures about planning,

design construction and application of the facilities«
Interdisciplinary coordination

(3) Investigation of serious accidents and the establishment of
their countermeasures
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Safety Promotion
Committee Safety and Heal th Committee

Participants Chairman: Plant Super-
intendent

Assistant Chairman:
- Safety manager
- Representative of
the Contractors
(appointed by the
Chairman)

Member:
- Higher ranked than
section managers
(engineers)

- General manager of
the affiliates
industries

Secretarial meeting:
- Technical members
(Chief class)

- Safety managers of
the affiliates

Working group committee
on radioactive safety:
- Maintenance section
- Affiliates
(Person in charge of
radioactive control

Working group committee
on maintenance and
safety supervisors
Maintenance Section
Affiliates (responsible
person)

Chairman: Deputy Super-
intendent (administrative)

Member:
- Safety «upervisor
- Health »upervisor
- 3 managers
- 5 members recommended by

the labor union

Meeting
Frequency

Once per month for
above each committee

Once per aonth

Major
Function

Confirmation and
coordination of safety
•easures
(Details as per
Annex 2)
Job site patrol

Basical matters on the
prevention of workmen's
accident and health hazard
(Details «s per Annex 3)
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(4) Check of contractors safety control plan and specific counter-
measures. Request and recommend to contractor.

(5) Items to be reported to the safety committee of the head-
quarter. Items on safety management inquired by each manager.

(6) Drafting of the important guideline establishment, alternation
and abolition in relation to safety control organization and
safety

(7) Summing up of site patrol with respect to the prevention of the
troubles of facilities and human accident

(8) Drafting and guiding of important matters related to the
prevention of the troubles of facilities and human accidents.
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Annex 3

WORK CONTROL PROCEDURE FOR ENSURING SAFE WORK

The work control procedure at the nuclear power plant should ensure that
checks of work procedures, preparation of safety tools and isolation of
systems are adequate to guarantee worker safety. The system should cover all
activities, such as maintenance and operational testing, which may create a
risk. It should include, but not necessarily be limited to, the following
activities:

Work which may result in increased radiation exposure
- Work on a system or part of a system which contains radioactive

material

Work on a system or part of a system which contains pressurized or
hot media

Work on a system or part of a system which contains hazardous
materials

- Work inside vessels and large pipes
Work in rooms which may contain toxic gases or vapours or where
atmospheric oxygen may be deficient

Work in explosive zones
Welding or other spark-producing activities
Work with electronic equipment.

The work control procedure should be adapted to each job where special
protection measures or protective equipment are required.

Interfaces between activities should be controlled by the work control
procedure to minimize the safety impact of one activity on others. The
interface control should be implemented not only in respect of spaces or
systems occupied by the activities, but also with respect to the time schedule
during which the works are to be carried out.

The attachments are the work order forms used in a German nuclear power
plant and the flow chart by which it is to be processed for work authorization.
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GENERAL WORK ORDER
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RADIATION PROTECTION

Strahlenschutzschein
MiKnahme Nr. 4

Auftrags Nr.:

Svîtem : Komp. Nr. : Raum Nr.

Unt«r»chrift : Datum :

zu erwartende Strahlung :
Raumkloss« Oberflächenkontamination 8q / cm 2

mSv/h Aarosolaktlvltät Bq/
Doiitleiitung im Anlaganteil mSv/h Ed«lg«uktlvität Bq/ m 3
Kollektlvdoilt: m Sv Max. Einzeldosii: m Sv

Aufsicht durch den Strahlenschutz:
D Vor Arbeitsbeginn Meldung beim Strl Seh
ü Bei Wiederaufnahme nach Unterbrechung

G zeitweise
P ständig

Erforderliche Messungen:
ö Kontamination Komponente aussen
D Kontamination Komponenta innen _
DDL Komponente innen_______
DDL Komponente aussen ______
DDL Arbeitsbereich __________
D DL entsprechend Beiblatt
D Edelgas beim öffnen __
D Aerosole beim öffnen __
D Jod beim öffnen _____

. Bq/cm2

. Bq /cm 2

. mSv/h

.mSv/h

.mSv/h

. Bq/m3

- Bq/m3
. Bq/m3

Strahlenschutzmaßnahmen:
D Kontaminationsüberwachung
D Kontaminationszone
D Gummihandschuhe
D Zweiter Overall oder Pedi
D Vollschutz
D Maske + Filter
D Fremdbelüftung
D Arbeitszelt
D Dekontamination

D 1 rem Dosimeter
D Dosiswarner

D Neutronendosimeter
D Teilkörperdosimeter
D spezielle Dosiserfassung
O Pressluftatmer
D Absaugung
D Abschirmung
D sonstiges

Strahlenschutzaufsicht :
Urtwrtchrlft Datum ünt»ftchrift Dttum Unterschrift Datum

Fertigmeldung: Untartehrift Datum
Maldung Obtr B««rtdlqunq d»r Arbeit
Oturwachuru «lrn«ltillt

iutr«fftnd«i ankreuzen
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WORK IN CONFINED SPACES
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WORK AT ELEVATION

System :

Höhenarbeitsschein ****«*• •*•
Generalauftrags Nr.:

Maßnahme Nr. 6

Komp. -Nr. : Raum-Nr.: Hohenkote :

Hohenarbeiten sollen nur durch geeignete Personen ausgeführt werden.

1. Persönliche Schutzmittel

| ] Sicherheitsgurt [~~J Steigeisen

Q Sicherungsseil [~~|

| | Hohensicherungsgerat | ]

Q rutschfeste Schuhe [~]

2. Arbeitsplatzsicherung

Q Leitern j~[

Q] Gerüste (in Ordnung) | j

] [ Werkzeug gegen Herabfallen sichern | ]

n

3. Überwachung

| ] Aufsicht dauernd

| j Aufsicht zeitweise

| [ Seilsicherung durch 2.

n

D
D

Mann | |

n

4. Sonstiges

n
n
D
n

D
n
n
n

Datum : Abteilung : Sachbearbeiter :

zutreffendes ankreuzen
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WELDING AND SPARK PRODUCING WORK

Heißa rbeitssche in
Maßnahme Nr. 8

Artx!t»»utU,-Nr..
Gsneralauftr.-Nr..

gültig bit:

Ausf. Abt. Fa

durchzuf Arbeiten

Gerate

Gebäude. Anlagenkz.:

Eben» Raum-Nr

FreizuschaHende FM Line

Überwachung:
Aufsicht: D zeitweise

O dauernd

Kontrolle: D vor Arbeitsaufnahme
D nach Beendigung der Arbeit
D 3 Stunden nach Arbeitende

durch D ". On
D Feuerwache

duich CD Verantw f. dio Ourchf
D Feuerwache/Kdt
D Schichtrundgangcr
D v Ort verantw

Schutzmaßnahmen :
Personenschutz:
O Sichaiheitsgeschirr/gurt
D Geiichti'Und Augenschutz
D Kopfschutz
D Atomschutz - Filtermask«
D Atemschutz Preßl.-Ger.
El Per». Schutzausr gem. VBG

Arbeitspls tzsicheru ng :
E) Funkensehutz
[x] Boieitigen von Abftllan

leichtbrennbaren Stoffi
(Verpackung, Holz;

C?l Gitterroste und M,
Oeckendurchbrü'

B Fluchtweg frei
E Gerdste konti

(Standfest)
Knielelite

H gern V

'O'Arm- und Handschutz
Q B«Sn- und Fußschutz

FegerlöschgarStfi am Arbeitsplatz:
Q Pulvsr
D Pulver ~'12"Kg
D Pulver 50

f 30 kg -.
ch Wass"
ch Schau

FeU«f|03chgerate im Magszi
Kontrollbereichs-Magazin G

Bemerkungan

Kontrolle durch-

D« tu m: AbttElung: S«chb(urb«it«r:

S 1700 tutreffendet «nkmuien
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WORK AT ELECTRICALLY ENERGIZED SYSTEMS

Arbeiten unter Spannung Arbei^«f^as -Nr.:
Maßnahme Nr. 10 Generalauftrag, Nr.:

System: Komp.Nr.: Raum Nr.: Hohenkote:

Arbeiten an unter Spannung stehenden Teilen sind grundsätzlich
zu vermeiden. Ausnahmen sind In den VDE-Vorschriften 0105, S 9
beschrieben.

Grund für die Arbeit an unter Spannung stehenden Teilen:

Grund, warum Freischalten nicht möglich:

Auftretende Spannung: Volt
Einrichtungen zur Unfallverhütung

1 . Arbeitiptatzsicherung
| ] Isoliertes Werkzeug

( l Spezielle Schutzvorrichtungen

| | Spezielle Bedienungsgeräte

r~] Warntafeln

[ | Abgrenzen des Arbeitsbereiches

(n. VDE 0105, 4.2.1;
6.2.1; 11. 1...11.3)

D Abdecken und Abschranken benachbarter,
unter Spannung stehender Teils

| j Standortisolierung

Q unabhängige Lichtquelle

| ] Fluchtwege frei

a

2. Arbeitsvorbereitung
,—. Kenntnis VDE 01 05, 5 9;
l _ | Unterweisung durch Meister

D Prüfung der Werkzeuge und
Hilfsmittel

3. Persönliche Schutzmittel
1 — 1 Isolierende Schutzkleidung

C~[ Isolierende Handschuhe

j | Schutzhelm (o.außsnanlieg.Metallt.)

4. Überwachung
| [ Aufsicht dauernd durch Fachkraft

Qj Aufsicht durch Meister

5. Sonstiges

D
D

1 ! Blindversuche

n

r~\ Überprüfung der Schutzkleidung

| | Gesichtsschutz

D

a
D

a
a

Datum: Abteilung: Sachbearbeiter:

zutreffend« ankreuzen
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WORK CONTROL PROCEDURE
FLOW CHART FOR MAINTENANCE OR MODIFICATION WORK

(Oti Initiating
tv«nt :

\ Planned work
(03

.
(041

(05)

(08)

(08)

Investigation G ordering
T ~

Technical clarification————^ iy———————

Work preparation
T——

Ex acution of safety measures
- Equipment isolation

- Industrial safety

- Fire protection

- Radiation protection

No •pprov»! by
»tilft sup«rvi(or

(12) | Work completion report

as I Normalization

Restoration to service

Failure

Report and registration

Execution
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EXPLANATION OF THE WORK CONTROL PROCEDURE

FLOWCHART

(03) Decision is made by the Shift Supervisor
(04) The work order sheets should provide each group involved in the work with

sufficient information
(05) (06) Through this "Technical clarification" and "Work preparation", all

necessary precautions and protection measures should he checked and
identified. These include:

- isolation of systems
- safety measures

fire protection measures
radiation protection measures

If the responsible section or individual for each pre-requisite is not
specified in organization charts or manuals, it should be specified in this
process. All pre-requisites should be specified in writing. It might be
necessary and useful to use several forms for this purpose (examples are
appended).
(07) (General) Work Approval is given by the Shift Supervisor, who must take

into account the current status of the plant, systems and equipment.

At this stage safety pre-requisites can be implemented.

(08) The person responsible for safety pre-requisites must sign the forms
after ensuring that they have been satisfactorily completed.

(09) After checking that all of the pre-requisites are satisfied at (08), the
Shift Supervisor issues a "Ready for work". Checks are usually carried
out by the inspection of the forms, but some pre-requisites should be
checked at the work place before or during the work.

(10) The supervisor or foreman at the work place should satisfy himself, as
far as possible, that all safety measures have been implemented and all
protective equipment is provided. He gives the "Ready for work" to the
worker or the working group.

(11) The supervisor at the work place sends "Work Completion Report" to the
Shift Supervisor, and confirms this by signing the form.
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Annex 4

MAINTENANCE TOOLS AND SAFETY EQUIPMENT

1. Introduction

Accidents caused by defective tools and equipment can be minimized by an
effective programme of preventive maintenance. Each station should have a
system which ensures periodic inspection and repair of maintenance and safety
equipment.

2. Preventive Maintenance for Maintenance Tools and Safety Equipment
The preventive maintenance programme for maintenance tools and safety

equipment should have the following features:

o Shop facilities for repair work should be provided,
o Spare parts for the equipment should be stocked.
o Trained staff should be available for field inspection of equipment

and for equipment repair work.

o A system should be used to initiate periodic inspection, record
results, report on deficiencies found and report on outstanding
inspections or missed repair assignments.

o A sufficient quantity of tools should always be available in a
maintenance tool storage area, in proper condition for use. This
area should be appropriately identified so workers requiring the
tools can easily obtain them.

o Equipment such as, but not limited to, the following should be
covered by this programme:

Hoses
Slings
Chainfalls
Large wrenches (torque and standard)
Crane hooks
Crane cables
Ladders
Falling safe equipment
Electrically powered tools
Electrical extension cords
Welding equipment
First aid stations
Breathing apparatus (SCUBA)
Respirators
Road signs
Machine guards
Temporary working platform
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Annex 5

MANAGEMENT OF HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES

At the Ringhals nuclear power plant, in Sweden, all materials have to be
approved for use in the station, to ensure both industrial and reactor safety.

The system requires the use of permit sheets and of protection sheets for
all hazardous chemicals and materials. The protection sheets are also
incorporated in a database available to all employees. There are computer
terminals throughout the plant. Examples of these different sheets are
attached. The permit sheets are in three different colours depending on the
degree of toxic risk presented.

The permit sheets contain:
Product name
Primary function
Area of use
Area where it may be used
Health and environment risks
Waste treatment

- Instructions
- Manufacturer/supplier
- Approved reference
The protection sheets contain:
- Appearance

Hazard marking
Hygienic limits
Health risks
First aid

- Preventive actions
Personal protection
Fire and explosive risks
Extinguishing agent
Preventive actions
Waste handling

- Additional precautions
- Chemical and physical properties

Ingredients of the substance
- Internal information
- Supplier
The protection sheet is maintained both in the storage area and on the

item itself (drum, can, bottle etc.).
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EXAMPLE OF A CHEMICAL MATERIAL PERMIT SHEET

(Ringhals Nuclear Power Plant, Sweden)

PRODUCT NAME Barrierta 15

PRIMARY FUNCTION Lubricating grease

AREA OF USE Lubricating grease for ball
bearings, trailing wheels, slide
bearings, etc., where high
requirements are needed for
lubricating. The grease is of
teflon type.

AREA WHERE IT MAY BE USED

/ / Category 1, Green / / Category 2, violet
/ / Category 3, Orange /X/ Not marked

HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENT RISKS
See chemical register in RIS and/or protection sheet

WASTE TREATMENT

Collect waste with absorbing material, and then destroy the waste by
destruction
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INSTRUCTION
oMin. temperature : -40 G
oMax. temperature : 4-250 C

Requirements for use of the product:
RKS material Handbook, part 5.2, pages 5.5., 5.9 and 5.10 have to be
considered before using the product

1. The product is not to be used in controlled area because of too
high content of the element fluorine (fluorine content above
5%). For eventual use a special permit has to be authorized.

2. For eventual use the following has to be considered :
The product should be used as sparingly as possible, so that the
risk for spread of the product is minimized.
The product is not allowed to be in contact with water or steam.

MANUFACTURER/SUPPLIER

Klüber Lubrication, FRG/Simrit AB 17103 Solna (Sweden)

APPROVED ACCORDING TO

Report PM RM 87-134 (A-A)

RMK signature : BTM Date : 1988-03-23
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EXAMPLE OF A PROTECTION SHEET FOR SODIUM FLUORIDE
(Ringhals Nuclear Power Plant, Sweden)

APPEARANCE
HAZARD HARKING
HYGIENIC LIMITS

Clearly shining crystals or white powder
Poison 3Sodium fluoride (as fluorine) 2mg/m

HEALTH RISKS INHALATION : Is corroding on the mucous
membranes and the teeth

CONTACT : Is irritating and fretting on the
skin may cause eczema

EYES : Is irritating and fretting on the
eyes

FIRST AID INHALATION:

CONTACT:

EYES:

Fresh air, rest, warmth. Rinse
nose, mouth and throat with water.
In case of breathing problems use
half sitting position and call a
physician in quickly
Take off contaminated clothes.
Wash with ample quantities of water
Wash immediately with ample
quantities of water. Call in a
physician
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PREVENTIVE ACTIONS Check that ventilation is operating.
Possibilities for eye washing. Emergency shower

PERSONAL PROTECTION INAHALATION: Breathing protection filter B/St

CONTACT:

EYES:

Protective gloves (PVC)
Other protective equipment by
plastic or other resistant material
Eye protection

FIRE AND EXPLOSIVE
RISKS

Not flammable. By heating poisonous and corrosive
steam can be produced

EXTINGUISHING
AGENT

PREVENTIVE
ACTIONS

avoid heating

WASTE HANDLING Gather for disposal

ADDITIONAL
PRECAUTIONS

In contact with acids or by heating it is very
poisonous. Store the material in a ventilated
room. The storage place should be dry and the
area approved for the purpose, as this product is
classified as a poison
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CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL
PROPERTIES

Boiling-point :
Solidifying point :
Density :
Mol-weight :
Solubility in water :
Dissolvable :
Steam pressure :

Sodium fluoride

+1700°C
+993°C
2.56 g/cm
42
Soluble
ethanol, some soluble
1 mm Hg at +1077°C

NaF

INGREDIENTS OF THE SUBSTANCE

INTERNAL INFORMATION

Use: Chemical lab: Is used for re-conditioning of
instruments

Storage:

Consumption:

Chemical lab.

Used about 50 times per year

SUPPLIER: Kebo-Grave
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Annex 6
FIRST AID AND MEDICAL FACILITIES

1. Some members of the staff at all nuclear power plants should be trained
to react to accidents and to carry out first aid. They should have completed
a course given by qualified first-aid instructors so that they are able to
treat minor injuries. In the case of major injuries, they should be able to
prevent a worsening of the patient's condition while awaiting professional
medical assistance.

2. First-aid boxes should be provided close to the work places, and more
extensive first-aid centre facilities should be available within the main
areas of work, for example at the entrance to a controlled area. If the plant
is some distance from hospital facilities a well equipped medical centre
should be provided near to or at the plant to cater for more serious
accidents. This centre should contain the following:

1. Medical clinic room and equipment such as X-ray equipment
2. Rescue equipment such as stretchers and oxygen resuscitator
3. Emergency medical treatment room
4. Emergency surgery facilities
5. Ambulance
6. Medical examination equipment such as blood pressure measurement

device and analyzer

3. The need for professional medical staff will vary with the location of
the plant and company policy. The minimum would be for the medical centre to
be staffed by a qualified nurse able to react to accidents during week days
(when there are most people on-site). If large numbers of people are on-site
at all times and the remoteness of the site would make it difficult to call in
a nurse at short notice then a nurse should be on site at all times.

4. It is not usually necessary to retain a doctor on-site, but arrangements
should have been made to call one in at short notice in the event of an
accident. A doctor should also be available on-site perodically to give
advice on working conditions and the medical and first-aid facilities. The
doctor should also carry out regular health assessments of staff to ensure
that they are able to perform their allotted tasks without endangering their
health.

5. Arrangements should be made with a local hospital for the treatment of
injuries and contaminated casualties. These arrangements need to be exercised
periodically and should include dealing with injuries caused by hazardous
materials.

6. The site would normally be expected to have its own ambulance although in
some cases an arrangement with the local ambulance service might be
sufficient. This will depend on the distance of the plant from the community.

7. When any work is planned the safety implications must be considered;
these will include the availability of first-aid equipment, escape routes and
rescue equipment.
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ATTRIBUTES OF AN EXCELLENT FIRST-AID AND MEDICAL ORGANIZATION

o A large segment of the workforce trained in basic first-aid

o Trained first-aiders always available on site

o Easy access to basic first-aid equipment

o Regular advice given by professional medical personnel

o Nurse on site, during day work hours and on-call at other times

o Doctor on-call

o Arrangements with local hospital to treat casualties who might be
contaminated

o Site-based ambulance

o Regular medical examination of staff
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Annex 7
MOTIVATION

Well-motivated employees enjoy their work and continuously perform in an
excellent manner. Keeping employees well motivated is an on-going programme.
Employees respond well when goals and roles are clear. Generally, employees
get satisfaction from knowing they have done a good job. Therefore, rewards
for good performance should be more symbolic than monetary.

At Ontario Hydro, symbolic awards for good performance are offered.
These include items such as pens, wall plaques, coffee mugs, jackets and
dinner vouchers which permit an employee and spouse (or companion) to enjoy a
meal at a fine restaurant.

At the Barsebäck nuclear power plant, in Sweden, there is a plant
modification management system which includes employees' proposals and a
reward function. This system also encourages employee motivation and
accelerates plant modifications aimed at improvement of plant safety.

Ontario Hydro's Bruce Heavy Water Plant Instruction covering awards for
excellent performance, and the plant modification management system of
Barsebäck nuclear power plant, are appended.

BRUCE HEAVY WATER PLANT INSTRUCTION
(Ontario Hydro, Canada)

AWARDS FOR EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE BHWPI - 0.117
(R-3)

1.0 TITLE

Awards for Excellent Performance.

2.0 SCOPE
This instruction applies to all BHWP staff responsible for the
recognition of excellent performance and the administration of
performance awards.

3.0 GOVERNING PRINCIPLES
3.1 Excellent performance will be formally recognized in a

manner which highlights the employees ' achievement „
3.2 An award for excellent performance will provide the

recipient with a memento that can be displayed in either
the office or at home.
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4.0 DECISION RULES
4.1 Performance goals and progress toward their achievement

will be determined and communicated in a manner thatpromotes excellence.
4.2 Appropriate recognition will be given for exceptional

performance.
4.3 All categories in which awards for excellence are

established will be attached as appendices to this
instruction.

4.4 Awards will be formally presented to the employee by the
Plant Manager or Section Head.

4.5 The value of the award will recognize the level of
achievement.

5.0 EXCEPTIONS
None.

6.0 RATIONALE

6.1 The Bruce Heavy Water Plant recognizes that exceptional
employee performance contributes to the success of the
Department. Formal recognition of achievement is an
example of positive reinforcement that encourages
excellence.

Revised by:
P. Williams
Assistant Human Resources Officer
Bruce Heavy Water Plant

Reviewed by:
G.J.
Depatment Human Resources Officer
Bruce Heavy Water Plant

Approved by:
G.D. Davidson
Plant Manager
Bruce Heavy Water Plant

Sep 88
(R-3)
PI0.117
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APPENDIX 1

1.0 AWARD

l. 1 The award for Reliability and Attendance is measured by
length of employment without absence under the Sick Leave
Plan.

2.0 GUEDELINES

2.1 An award will be presented to each employee following each
five (5 ) yaar period in which the employee achieved
continuous service without absence under the Corporate Sick
Leave Plan. The awards will take the form of a gift
certificate redeemable by expense report supported by
receipts. The value of the certificate will reflect the
achievement in the following manner:
5 years - $50.00
10 years - $100.00
15 years - $150.00
20 years - $200.00
Use of the certificate will be governed by the same rules
as the Safety Award vouchers.

2.2 For the purpose of this award, time taken of less than
one-half day for medical/dental consultations (payroll
reporting time code 12) is not considered.

2.3 The award and presentation will be commissioned by the
preparation of a recommendation by the Section Head for the
Plant Manager's approval.

2.4 The award presentation will be made in a manner which
promotes achievement.
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PLANT MODIFICATION MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

(Barsebäck Nuclear Power Plant, Sweden)

The administration of large and complex systems is significantly impro-
ved with up-to-date technology. The reason for wide appreciation of the
modification management system is highly adaptable software and tailor~
made screens allowing easy handling and smooth operation.

One way of defining a modification is to say that it is a change, which
affects the documentation of the plant. Giving it a thought, we realize
that modification management is an extensive field demanding careful
administration. If not, both control and clearness are easily lost Being
excellent at storing and sorting facts as well as presenting them clearly
this is an area where computers can be of real help.

Our computerized Modification Management System covers the entire
process from idea, or problem, to documentation. On different screens a
certain modification can be followed all the way through the process and
by everybody concerned. The screens show the contents of symbolic
"boxes", each containing its sped He information. The "boxes" are as
follows:

- The Propose Box is where a proposal is initiated and described.

- The Survey Box containing a central screen showing all key informa-
tion such as involved persons and departments, economical aspects of
the modification and future treatment before documentation.

- The Department Boxes with tailor-made screens showing every step a
department has to take when treating a modification,

- The Question Box, available to everybody, is where you can ask any
question imaginable by stating conditions for inclusion on a list e.g.
"list all installed modifications". You can furthermore decide accor-
ding to which parameters the list shall be sorted, which other parame-
ters that are to be included and which numerical fields you wish to
have summed up.

- The Peek Box which offers the possibility to look at any screen
without being able to change anything.

- The Reward Box which keeps track of the rewards offered persons
whose ideas or proposals deserve extra attention.

We are happy to be able to tell you more about our computerized
Modification Management System in a small brochure recently finished.
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Annex 8

TRAINING AND QUALIFICATION IN INDUSTRIAL SAFETY

1. Introduction
Training in industrial safety is essential if excellent performance is to

be achieved. The plant should have a formal training programme which provides
both the necessary initial industrial safety training, and requalification
training.
2. Training Programme for Industrial Safety

The scope and content of the training programme for industrial safety
should meet the specific needs of the plant, and be authorized by the plant
manager. Some aspects of the programme might be generic to all nuclear
plants, e.g. measures governing access to confined spaces (areas); and other
aspects might be unique to a particular station, e.g. health hazards of virgin
heavy water.

The qualifications of instructors should be both in accordance with
acceptable qualification practices for instructors in other plant training
programmes and, where applicable, meet any legal and regulatory requirements.

Records should always be available to demonstrate that employees and
contractors have received the appropriate initial training and requalification
training.

The appended Ontario Hydro, Pickering Nuclear Generating Station
Conventional Safety Procedures Manual key word index is a typical list of
procedures that would require some level of initial training. Also appended
is Appendix A from the Pickering NGS Training Manual P-SRP-5.14-0, which lists
some typical industrial safety requalification training.

3. Qualification of Plant Personnel in Industrial Safety
An identified level of successfully completed formal training is

necessary to achieve appropriate qualification for the position being filled.
This training may include formal education plus additional courses in
specified subjects plus some period of field training.

Since the areas requiring training and qualification are quite wide and
various, a programme should be in place to send staff to an external training
course or facilities for achievement of the requirements. Each plant should
be able to demonstrate that all employees are appropriately qualified.
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PICKERING NUCLEAR GENERATING STATION
CONVENTIONAL SAFETY PROCEDURES MANUAL

(Ontario Hydro, Canada)

Ontario Hydro

,, . _ ALL EMPLOYEES _ 87 05 12Memorandum To Date

_ Pickering NGS _.. p-09550.0Location or Dept a File
. Picketing NCS Conventional Safety Procedures Manual

The Pickering NGS Conventional Safety Procedures Manual (P CSPM) has
been produced to provide an organized, easily retrievable collection of
all the conventional safety related procedures and instructions at
Pickering NGS. Existing Pickering NGS documents (P-SI, SRP. PSP, etc)
that are superseded by this manual w i l l be cancelled. The procedures

within this manual will apply to all Picker Ing NGS employees,

contractors and visitors.

E. Dewar
Station Manager
Pickering NGS
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PICKERING NGS CONVENTIONAL SAFETY PROCEDURES MANUAL

KEYWORD INDEX

K E Y W O R D PROCEDURE TITLE

Accident P-CSPM-2.3

Accidents P-CSPM-2.4

Acid P-CSPM-7.8

Acid Storage Tank P-cspn-7.4

Asbestos P-CSPM-7.2

Bill 70 P-CSPM-1.7

Bird Droppings P-CSPM-7.12

Broken Class P-CSPM-9.1

Butane P-csPM-8.4

Carbon Dioxide (C02) Hazards P-CSPM-7.15
and Controls
Caustic P-CSPM-7.8

Chemicals P-CSPH-7.9
Chemicals P-CSPM-7.14

Cigarette P-CSPM-8.4
Compressed Gas Cylinders P-CSPM-7.10

Confined spaces P-CSPM-3.2
Contaminated Wounds P-cspn-2.2

Cryptococcosls P-CSPH-7.12

t>2° P-CSPH-7.5

Dangereous Goods P-cspft-7.13

Designated Substances P-CSPM-7.1
Diving P-CSPM-1.6

Transfer of Employees to AJax
•nd Pickering General Hospital
Reporting of Accidents and
Medic«! emergencies
Work Performed on Acid and/or
Caustic Systems
Hydrogen Hazard Around Water
Treatment Plant Acid Storage Tank
Asbestos Removal
Terms of Reference - Joint
Health and Safety Committee
Health Hazards Associated with
Bird Droppings
Ü20 Sampling Using Hypodermic
Syringe and Disposal of Syringe,
Needle and Broken Glass
Use of Butane Cigarette Lighters
CO2 Hazards and Controls

Work Performed on Acid and/or
Caustic Systems
Chemical Safety
Unplanned Chemical and
Radioactive Releases to th«
Environnent
Use of Butane Cigarette Lighters
Identification of Compressed GasCylinder*
Confined Spaces Entry
Treatment of Contaminated Wounds
and Illness During Radioactive
Work or any Wounds in the
•Radiation Area*
Health Hazards Associated with
Bird Droppings
Health Hazards of Virgin
D2O
Transportation of Dangerous
Goods.
Hazardous Materials
Diving Safety
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KEY WORD PROCEDURE TTTLg

Domestic Water P-CSPH-7.7
Driver Training P-C5PM-1.9

Emergency Breathing Apparatus p-CSPM-8.6
Emergency Crew P-CSPH-1.10
Facial Pit p-CSPM-7.11
Fire P-CSPH-8.6
Fire P-CSPH-8.7

Fire Crew P-CSPH-1.10
Fire Extinguisher P-CSPH-8.5

Fir« Extlngul«h«r P-CSPH-Ä.6
First Aid P-CSPH-1.3
First Aid P-CSPM-1.4
Flntt Aid Crew P-CSPH-1.10
First Aid Room P-CSPM-1.5
Flamraabl« Solvents p-cSPM-7.6

Fuelling Machine Service Room p~cspH-lo.i

Ha Ion Fire Extinguisher P-CSPM-8.5

Hazardous Materials p-cspn-7.1
Heat Stress P-CSPH-8.1
Heavy Water P-CSPH-7.5

Hlctoplaemosls P-CSPM-7.12

Hospital p-CSPM-2.3

Hydrogen P-CSPM-7.4

Hypodermic Syringe p-CSPM-9.1

Illness p-CSPM-2.2

Injured Personnel P-CSPM-2.1
Joint Health i»Safety Committee P-CSPM-1.7

Tie-ins to Domestic Water Systems
Driver Training, Testing and
Certification
Scott Air-Paks
Emergency Crew Training
Respiratory Protection
Portable Fire Extinguishers
Fire Prevention, Protection and
Response to Fire
Emergency Crew Training
Use of Halon Fire Extinguishers
in Pickering NOS
Portable Fire Extinguishers
Rescue and First Aid Crews
First Aid Equipment
Emergency Cr«w Training
Service Wing First Aid Room

Flammable Solvents - Handling
and Disposal
Fuelling Machine Service Room
Safe Work Practices
Use of Halon Fire Extinguishers
in Pickering MGS
Hazardous Materials
Heat Stress
Health Hazards of Virgin
D2O
Health Hazards Associated with
Bird Droppings
Transfer of Employees to Ajax
and Pickering General Hospital
Hydrogen Hazard Around Water
Treatment Plant Acid Storage Tank
D2O Sampling Using Hypodermic
Syringe and Disposal of Syringe,
Needle and Broken Class
Treatment of Contaminated Wounds
and Illness During Radioactive
Work or any Wounds in the
•Radiation Area"
Handling of Injured Personnel
Terms of Reference - Joint
Health & Safety Committe«
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KEÏ WORD PROCEDURE

Lighter
Lock

Medical Emergencies

Metal Scaffold

Ministry of Environment

Motor Starter

Needle

P-CSPM-8.4 Use of Butane Cigarette Lighters
P-CSPM-3.5 Use of Padlocks for

Self-Protection on Motor Starters
P-CSPM-2.4 Reporting of Accidents *nd

Medical Emergencies
P-CSPM-6.1 Precautions for the Use of Metal

Scaffolding for Work Near Live
Apparatus

P-CSPM-7.14 Unplanned Chemical and
Radioactive Releases to the
Environment

P-CSPM-3.5 Use of Padlocks for
Self-Protection on Motor Starters

P-CSPH-9.1 D2° Sampling Using Hypodermic
Syringe and Disposal of Syringe,
Needle and Broken Class

No Smoking or Open Flame Areas P-CSPM-8.3
Noise P-CSPH-5.1
Occupational Health i Safety Ret P-CSPH-1.7

Padlock

Personal Protection Equipment P-CSPM-12.1

Portable Electrical Test
Instruments

Portable Submersible Pump
Protection Factor
Radiation Emergency Crew
Radioactivity

Refusal to Work

Rescue
Rescue Crew
Respirators
Safety Meetings
Scaffold

Scott Mr-Pok
Self-contained

"Mo Smoking or Open Flame" Areas
Noise Protection
Terras of Reference - Joint
Health & Safety Committee

P-CSPM-3.5 Use of Padlocks for
Self-Protection on Motor Starters
Personal Protective Equipment
and the Occupational Health and
Safety Act

P-CSPM-6.3 Portable Electrical Test
Instruments

P-CSPH-6.2 Use of Portable Submersible Pumps
P-CSPM-7.11 Respiratory Protection
P-CSPM-1.10 Emergency Crew Training
P-CSPH-7.14 Unplanned Chemical and

Radioactive Releases to the
Environnent

P-CSPM-1.2 Refusal to Work - Occupational
Health I Safety Act 1978

P-CSPM-1.3 Rescue fe First Rid Crews
P-CSPM-1.10 Emergency Crew Training
P-CSPM-7.ll Respiratory Protection
P-CSPM-1.1 Safety Meetings
P-CSPM-6.1 Precautions for the Use of Metal

Scaffolding for Work Near Live
Apparatus

P-CSPM-8.8 Scott Alr-Paks

P-CSPM-8.8 Scott Kir-Paks
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KEY WORD PROCEDURE TITLE

Smoking
Spill

Steam Suit
Stress Corrosion Cracking

Stretchers
Submersible Pump
Tobacco
TAP Ester

Training
Transfer

Transportation
Transportation

Water Treatment Plant

Welding
Work Authorization

Work Protection

Work Protection

Wounds

P-CSPH-7.16 Tobacco Smoke

P-CSPM-7.14 Unplanned Chemical and
Radioactive Releases to the
Environment

P-CSPM-8.2 Steam Suit

P-CSPH-8.5 Use of Halon Fire Extinguishers
in Pickering NOS

P-CSPM-1.4 First Aid Equipment

P-CSPM-6.2 Use of Portable Submersible Pumps
P-CSPM-7.16 Tobacco Smoke
P-CSPH-7.3 Triaryl Phosphate Ester (TAP

ESTER) Working, Handling I
Safety Procedures

P-CSPM-3.3 Work Protection Code Training
P-CSPM-2.3 Transfer of Employees to Ajax

and Pickering General Hospital
P-CSPM-7.13 Transportation of Dangerous Goods
P-CSPM-7.14 Unplanned Chemical and

Radioactive Releases to the
Environment

P-CSPM-7.4 Hydrogen Hazard Around Water
Treatment Plant Acid Storage Tank

P-CSPH-4.1 Welding Safety
P-CSPM-3.1 Work Authorization and Work

Protection
P-CSPH-3.1 Work Authorization and Work

Protection
P-CSPM-3.3 Work Protection Code Training
P-CSPH-2.2 Treatment of Contaminated Wounds

and Illness During Radioactive
Work or any Wounds in the
"Radiation Area"

87 12 3JI
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APPENDIX A
PICKERING NGS - SAFETY TRAINING REQUALIFICATION

COURSE » COURSE TITLE

480.40 Work Protection Code - L3

480.40 Work Protection Code - L3
480.49 Work Protection Code - L2
480.49 Work Protection Code - L2
480.52 Confined Spaces - Monitor
480.53 Confined Spaces - Surveyor
480.58 Confined Spaces -Co-ordinator
480.60 Standard First Aid
480.63 Advanced First Aid
480.68 CardiopulraonaryResuscitation (CPR)
480.70 Rescue Techniques(including 02/
481.21 RPT Requalification -lecture
481.22 RPT Requalifiaction - WCO

481.23 RPT Requalification - FieldSkills
484.51 Potential Testing
485.40 Transportation of DangerousGoods - Driver Certification
485.41 Transportation of DangerousGoods- StockkeeperCertification
485.42 Transportation of DangerousGoods - stores fc Specialists
486.20 Fire Crew Course (WNTC)
486.30 Fire Captain's Course
487 DO "D" Class Licence
487.HO Crane - Pendent Operated
487.HI Crane - Cab Operated

DURATIO

1 d

i d
1 d
1 d
1/2 d
1/2 d
1 d

2 d
5 d
2 d

3 d

1/2 d

1/2 d

1/2 d

1/2 d
1 d

1 d

1 d

4 d
4 d
1/2 d
2 d
2 d

iM GROUP REQUALIFICATION

Permit Producers/Switching Agents
Supervised users
Issuing Authority
Holder of Record
Supervised users
Chera Techs
Supervisors
Rescue/First Aid Crew
Rescue Crew Captains
Rescue Crew

Rescue Crew

All Yellow t GreenQualified Personnel
All Yellow & GreenQualified Personnel
All Yellow & GreenQualified Personnel
Operators
Drivers

Stockkeepers

Stores and Specialists
Fire Crew
Fire Crew Captain's
Certified Staff
Certified Staff
Certified Staff

Annual

2 years
Annual
Annual
4 years
Annual
2 years

3 years
3 years
Annual

Annual

2 years

2 years

2 years
2 years
3 years

3 years

3 years

Annual
3 years
3 years
4 years
4 years

87 11 30
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Annex 9

REPORTING INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS, INJURIES AND ILLNESSES

Introduction

1. A formal system for reporting industrial accidents (including
near-misses), industrial injuries and industrial illnesses is an essential
tool for the improvement of industrial safety. It focuses attention on
safety, helps to identify specific causes of injury, and enables trends to be
determined. If such a system is in place, it is easier to take action to
reduce or prevent injuries.

2. In some countries there are legal requirements to report certain types of
accidents or the occurrence of certain illnesses or injuries. Whether or not
such requirements exist, it is important for industrial safety that records be
maintained by plant management. There should be a programme for the formal
reporting of accidents. Evidence should be sought to show that it has been
implemented.
3. The programme should have the general objective of improving industrial
safety. It should contain a clear organizational chart showing who is
responsible for reporting, collating, analyzing and taking action on the
reports. It should also include details of how information on lessons learned
and any noticeable trends are fed back to the staff.
4. The responsibility for reporting accidents should be clearly defined. It
is suggested that any member of staff or contractor working on site should
report accidents or near-misses personally, rather than relying on
supervisors. The advantage of this is that first hand information will be
contained in the reports; and they are less likely to be suppressed because
they reflect on the capabilities of the supervisor. It is important to
include reports from contractors because accidents involving them might
involve aspects under the control of site staff and frequently contractors are
working alongside site staff on the same jobs.

5. The reports should not be used for disciplinary action, as this would
inhibit honest reporting. The main purpose of reporting is to inform
management, so that they can take action to prevent a repeat or a more serious
accident. However, the reports need to contain the names of those involved so
that where necessary in-depth investigation can be carried out.

6. The type of event to be reported should be defined in such a way that, if
there is any doubt, significant occurrences will not be missed. The type of
event to be reported might change over a period of time; for example, as the
safety record improves it would be appropriate to report smaller incidents so
that trends can still be spotted. Also a particular trend might need more
detailed information to determine corrective action.

7. A form for reporting accidents should be made widely available. If an
employee has difficulty in obtaining a form he may not bother to report an
accident. Similarly, the form must be easy to fill in, and there should be a
simple system for passing it on to the relevant management. The questions on
the form will depend on the plant ana on the management structure. Enough
guidance in completing the form must be given to obtain the maximum amount of
information; but care must be taken not to direct the answers towards a
predetermined conclusion.
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8. The accidents and injuries to be reported include:

The death of any persons as a result of an accident arising out of
or in connection with work

Any fractured bone

Any amputation, either traumatic or surgical resulting from injuries

- Damage to eyes

- Burns

- Loss of consciousness resulting from lack of oxygen or poisoning

Electric shock causing injury

- Any injury requiring immediate hospitalization

- Any acute loss of hearing
Any accident or injury that causes a person to be off work for one
day or more
Explosion or fire

- Any minor injury which requires first aid and/or medical treatment.

Many accidents and injuries may fall under more than one of the above
headings. Some additional types of accidents or injuries might be applicable
at particular types of plants.

9. It is relatively easy to obtain records for lost-time accidents, but in
plants with a relatively good safety record smaller accidents need to be
recorded. Action can then be taken in good time to prevent more serious
accidents.

ILLNESS REPORTS

10. In addition to injuries the working environment can give rise to serious
illnesses, and although these are likely to be much less frequent the
reporting system should include them. The illnesses involved may include but
may not be limited to:

The effects of chronic poisoning

Skin diseases

Lung diseases

- Chronic deafness
- The white finger syndrome (resulting from use of vibrating equipment

such as pneumatic hammers).

ANALYSIS OF THE REPORTS

11. To obtain meaningful information from the reports it is essential that
they are analyzed in a systematic way. As much of the interpretation will be
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subjective the analyses should be carried out by the same person, or a small
group of people, over a long period of time. Reports should be analyzed and
any follow-up inquiries or interviews carried out as soon as possible after
each report has been made.

12. The main purpose of the analysis is to identify the root causes of each
accident or injury so that they can be rectified. Analysis of small accidents
over a period of time will often indicate areas which need to be given
priority to improve overall safety. Accidents seldom result from a single
cause although one cause may dominate. For example if a man falls while
carrying equipment on insecure scaffolding the causes may include inadequate
training of the man or the scaffolders, poor supervision of both, unclear
instructions, unclear signs, obstructed passage, haste, unavailability of
lifting equipment, poor lighting, etc.

13. The results of the analysis of each accident should be passed to senior
management quickly, together with a description of how the causes are being
rectified. The person who made the initial report should also be given this
information soon after the analysis has been completed, to show them that
their report is being considered and that action is being taken to prevent a
recurrence.

14. The data obtained from report analysis should be stored in such a way
that it can be recalled for comparison with analyses of similar accidents.
Similar aspects of different types of accident can be compared over a period
of time, for example different accidents involving falling, spillage of
hazardous chemicals and burning might have a common cause of poor lighting.
15. Reports of occurrences that could have lead to injury (near-misses) need
equally rigorous analysis if future accidents are to be prevented. This type
of occurrence should include but may not be limited to:

Failure of any lifting device
Explosion or collapse of pressure vessels
Fire
Escape of flammable or toxic substances

- The need to use emergency safety equipment
Failure of safety equipment
Collapse of scaffolding
Electrical short circuit or shock
Road traffic accident

USEFULNESS OF DATA

16. Care needs to be exercised when using data identifying the causes of
accidents. It is interesting to compare the safety records of different
plants within one organization, or within one country or even
internationally. However, the usefulness of such an exercise depends on many
factors, and it is essential to be sure that comparisons are valid. In
general, there is a higher degree of safety consciousness at nuclear power
plants than at other types of industrial installation. It follows that one
cannot be complacent when the number of accidents of a given type at a given
nuclear plant is is found to be less than in another industry. A true
comparison might reveal that the definition of accident categories differs
between the two types of installation. Further, in another industry the
system of work might allow injured persons to carry on work, or the staff
might not be encouraged to report accidents.
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CONCLUSION

17. By far the most important reason for reporting accidents, near-misses and
work-related illness is to help identify the root causes and thereby reduce
accident seriousness and frequency of occurrence. Although comparison of
results from different plants, organizations and countries might be useful
great care is needed in interpretation.

18. The attached reporting sheet is an example from Ontario Hydro in Canada.
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REPORT OF ACCIDENT AND INVESTIGATION

(Ontario Hydro, Canada)

968-7671:0 distribution: green -originator
rev. 84-10 white - Health & Safety

canary - Safety Officer
gold - Personnel Officer

note: to bi compltttd for »II toMtnts
nyerdlfa of dagrm of Injury, modicat
attention ind/or layoff.

report of accident
and investigation

Id
en

tif
ic

at
io

n
dn

cr
ip

tio
n

f
1

I

1

Î

last name first name age emplo

trade & status yrs. service emplo-

where was the location of the accident? region, division, project locatlc
(include area, station, system or equipment description)

payroi

yee number date & time of accident

yee payroll number date & time reported

n payroll number date & time last worked

1 number charged date & time returned to work

accident description (include tha task being performed and the victim's activities as wall as any dimensions, weights, etc. as applicable)

(continue on a separate sheet if necessary)
what was the nature of the injury and the body parts affected?

what are the names of the eyewitnesses? (attach statements)

what was the attending doctor's name and address?

what was date, time and nature of first aid (if given)?

in your opinion,
what were the hazards
present which contributed
to the accident?
were these particular
hazards identified before
beginning the task?
If so. how and when?
what was dona to
eliminate or control
these hazards before
beginning the task?
list personal protective
equipment used

what was unique or
different about this
particular task or the
way In which it was
performed?

what other factors do
you feel contributed
to this accident
happening?
what Immediate action
have you taken to
prevent this type of
accident from
happening again?

what further long term
actions do you
recommend to prevent
this type of accident
from happening again?

how many other employees were Injured
in this accident?

days lost severity cost of accident

overtime? voltage? fall height?

name of hospital

name of first aider

examples, working at height, live electrical equipment, moving parts

examples, tailboard conference, pre-task briefing, job safety analysis

examples work protection, isolation, fall protection, protective equipment

examples, changes in - equipment, procedures, supervision, pe/sonnel weather

examples: failure of equipment, lack of information, incorrect nformation, actions of others

prepared by title location

supervisor comments

manager

safety officer
(continue

date form completed

accident
category

on separate sheet if necessary)
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Annex 10

ESSENTIAL FEATURES FOR SAFE WORK PRACTICES

Supporting measures such as safety, training and qualification
programmes, and adequate documentation, are essential if safety goals are to
be achieved. However, adoption of safe work practices is still the most
effective means of preventing accidents. The workers, and in particular
foremen, should be aware of the following safety points and be satisfied that
all works are carried out in accordance with them. The example appended lists
typical indexes that are included in a maintenance manual from the Federal
Republic of Germany.

1. General
o Objectives of personal safety during work on or near equipment

should be clearly stated.
o Jobs should be so planned that requirements and procedures can

easily be followed.

o Pre-requisites for the job should be clearly identified and include:
Authorization to start the job
Necessary co-operation with protection people such as safety
officer, radiation protection group, fire protection officer and
chemists
Necessary protective equipment should be identified
Procedures necessary for the job should be available
Persons responsible for safety during the job should be
identified

- Isolations should be performed and confirmed
- Necessary tests should be carried out

and machine guards should be in place
o Hazards likely to be encountered while doing the job should be

clearly identified, and protective equipment worn, for example:
Hard hats, safety glasses, safety shoes, face shields, goggles
Fire retardant suits

- Chemical suits
Hearing protection
Rubber or other protective gloves
Respirators
Breathing apparatus

- Life jacket
Long hair confined
Safety belt
Safety harness and lifeline

o Necessary training or information should be given before a job.
o Isolated components and jumpers should be clearly marked with tags.
o Arrangements to assure safety should be maintained during the whole

job.
o Notification should be conveyed to the worker if conditions are to

be changed.
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The working place should be restored to normal after the job is
completed.

The responsible protection people should be informed that the job is
finished.

The signed work permit and protective permit should be delivered to
the shift supervisor immediately after the job is finished.

All incidents and near misses should be reported to the industrial
safety department for experience feedback and development of the
industrial safety programme.

2. Handling of lifting devices
o Objectives for lifting devices should be clearly identified.

o Proper training should be given to personnel who are using lifting
devices.

o One person should be designated as responsible for the lift and
should always be present and in charge.

o Regular inspection and preventive maintenance of lifting devices
should be performed and documented.

o Approved procedures should always be available when handling heavy
components.

o All incidents, deficiencies and near misses should be reported for
experience feedback and improvement of the industrial safety
programme.

3. Working conditions
o Objectives for control of the work environment should be clearly

identified.

o The work area should be measured periodically for hazards including
noise, illumination, air purity, etc.

o Limits for such parameters should be given.
o Requirements for the wearing of protective equipment in the field

should be identified.

o Necessary protective tools such as earplugs or headsets should be
available if necessary.

o Protective facilities, e.g. shield from noise source, additional
light, temporary ventilation should be provided.

o Health assessments to verify the condition of employees should be
performed on a regular basis.
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Sufficient consideration should be given to the arrangement of the
work setting. For example, where video display terminals are used,
the following should be considered:

Illumination contrast between video screen and background
Functionability of furniture such as angle of screen and typing
keyboard, height of chair and desk
Appropriate work hours and break intervals
Periodic health assessmemt
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WORK CONTROL PROCEDURE
Contents of a document used in a German nuclear power plant

0 PURPOSE AND SCOPE

1 PREREQUISITES OF WORK COMMENCEMENT
1.1. Acknowledgement of work order
1.2 Safety check in accordance with Atomic Energy Act.

Section 7, part 2
1.3 Knowledge transfer
1.4 Radiological protection requirements for work

in controlled areas
2. ACCESS TO POWER PLANT SITE

2.1 Approach
2.2 Access order
2.3 Access control
2.4 Staying on site
2.5 Driving on site
2.6 Introduction and removal of equipment

material
2.7 Controlled area
2.8 Duties of security staff

3. WORK PLAN PREPARATION AND ORGANIZATION
3.1 General
3.2 Tools and auxiliary equipment
3.3 Storage of hazardous and easily

flammable material
3.4 Welding, cutting and related work processes
3.5 X-ray work
3.6 Cleanliness at work place
3.7 Waste disposal
3.8 Protection against theft and loss
3.9 Test, cleaning, lubricating material and

other consumables
3.10 Spare parts
3.11 Services of the customer

4. INDUSTRIAL SAFETY
4.1 Responsibility
4.2 Coordination
4.3 Maintenance order
4.4 Industrial safety requirements
4.5 First aid
4.6 Accident reports
4.7 Protective measures

4.7.1 Behaviour in power plant
4.7.1 Personal protection
4.7.3 Protective equipment, covers and barriers
4.7.4 Scaffolding
4.7.5 Gas cylinders, hazardous materials
4.7.6 Cranes, hoists and other lifting means
4.7.7 Difficult working conditions
4.7.8 Alcohol
4.7.9 Asbestos

4.8 Breathing protection
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FIRE PROTECTION
5.1 Fire prevention
5.2 Fire fighting

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS
6.1 Underground cables
6.2 Outlets and power terminals
6.3 Overhead lines, field cables and

electrical rooms
6.4 Lighting
6.5 Electrical equipment, connecting lines and cables

CARRYING OUT ORDERS
Order, specifications
Working time
Work report
Invoicing
Authority of plant management
Appointment of installation manager
Wooing away of workers
Foreign contractors
Employment of foreign workers
Rejection of employees
Use of subcontractors
Installation material
Provision of tools and other equipment
by customer
Replacement of contaminated tools
and equipment
Shacks and trailers
Telephone connections
Accomodation, catering in outage canteen
Termination of work in NPP Krummel

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

.1

.2

.3

.4

.5

.6

.7

.8

.9

.10

.11

.12

.13

7.14

7.15
7.16
7.17
7.18

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment 1:
Attachment 2:
Attachment 3:
Attachment 4 :

Important telephone numbers
Access routes
Ground Plan
Appointment of installation manager
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Annex 11

INDUSTRIAL SAFETY DATA

Industrial accident rates are the key parameters in determining the
effectiveness of the industrial safety practices. One way to evaluate such
data would be to make comparisons with other nuclear power plants. To
facilitate this quantitative evaluation, the industrial accident data in some
nuclear power plants are shown in the following table. Sufficient
consideration, however, should be given to judgement of the accident data in
the plant reviewed since the data definition might be different from other
plants.



INDUSTRIAL SAFETY DATA

1, Personnel working at plant
3. Plant employees
b. Other persons

2. Time worked at plant

a. Plant employees (X103 )
,,

b. Other persons (X10-3)

3. Accidents
a. Accidents causing absence

o of one day or more
o of 30 days or more

b. Road accidents
(travel to or from work)

c. Total lost days

* Data not available

UNIT

No.

No.

man.d

man.d

No.

No.

No.

d.

84

1508

*

347

3

1

*

*

Y«

85

1527

*

345

17

1

*

*

A
jar

86

1538

*

355

10

0

*

*

87

1567

*

357

6

4

*

*

84

600

*

*

11

*

1

1304

E
Ye

85

623

*

*

7

*

3

1672

J

ar

86

646

*

144

9

*

2

1336

87

671

*

148

*

11

*

4

1288

84

653

2978

123

50

38

3

6

505

C
Ye

85

655

4067

122

70

24

2

7

351

\

ar

86

655

3744

122

63

11

5

3

466

87

653

3991

123

67

23

2

7

452

84

850

900

8

8

1

0

3

0

C
Ye

85

880

700

- 12

- 10

1

1

4

0

)
ar

86

900

500

hours

bout:

1

0

4

0

87

900

ICO

2

1

5

0
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1. Personnel working at plant

a. Plant employees
b. Other persons

2. Time worked at plant
a. Plant employees (XlO3)

_
b. Other persons (XiOd)

3. Accidents
a. Accidents causing absence

o of one day OP more
o of 30 days or more

b. Road accidents
(travel to or from work)

c. Total lost days

* Data not available

UNIT

No.

No.

man.d

man.d

No.

No.

No.

d.

84

7000

750

6250

210

10

0

10

*

I

Y<

85

5000

900

4100

250

15

0

7

*

M

aar
86

1600

1000

600

288

10

0

5

*

87

1800

1102

700

290

3

0

3

*

84

i -

4400

*

884

112

*

38

901

F
Ye

85

4 unit

4380

*

877

75

*

28

478

••

ar

86

5

4560

*

925

92

*

29

1297

87

4660

*

926

90

*

31

1117

84

449

100

%

31

0

5

135

G
Ye

85

462

100

97

16

O

0

140

t

ar

86

474

L 10°

97

17

2

0

351

87

483

100

%

*

13

2

1

84

84

380

280

112

OJ

0

0

0

0

h
Y«

85

420

320

124

95

0

1

0

42

1

»ar

86

460

340

136

101

0

2

0

30

87

430

450

127

121

0

1

0

112
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1. Personnel working at plant
a. Plant employees
b. Other persons

2. Time worked at plant

a. Plant employees (X103)

b. Other persons (Xio3)

3. Accidents
a. Accidents causing absence

o of one day or more

o of 30 days or more

b. Road accidents
(travel to or from work)

c. Total lost days

* Data not available

UNIT

No.

No.

man.d

man.d

1

Year
84 85 86 87

280

600

297

750

291

950

287

1000

69

170

70

210

66

270

68

280

No.

No.

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

No.

d.

0

42

0

0

0

27

0

0

J

Year
84 85 86 87

716

227

777

240

783

270

793

338

133

59

145

62

146

70

147

88

5 15 14 5

*

*

K
Year

84 85 86 87

L
Year

84 85 86 87
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